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THE HEIR' APPARENT

ADMIRAL DAVIS REPORTS

111

Datlvsfd by

OHIO VALLEY

EUROPE HAS

KINGSTON AS DESTROYED
ALMOST

pr

ymr,
Evening Cltlxsn, In Atfvane, S
CrrlTt, 0 cute pw iwwth.

Th

BIG

EARTHQUAKE

ITS ENTIRETY

INDATIOIIS

TREMBLINGS

Oban. Scotland. Felt Two At Cincinnati River Stands
59.5 Feet and Rising
Shocks Which Caused More
Inch an Hour.
Fear Than Damage.

Fall of Schoolhouse Killed Ninety of the
Children Who Had Gathered

Therein For Safety.

shawneetownTn danger

ST. PETERSBURG HAD TWO
TOPOGRAPHY

OF COUNTRY

SHIP TO HAVE BEEN CHANGED

QUAKES, NOT FROM BOMBS'

Several Other Shocks Have Followed and the People Are
'Now In State of Absolute and
Complete Dismay.

ter reached this city, Uuuntanamo
through Admiral Evans, who receiv-

ed It from Admiral Davis, sent to
Kingston upon the torpedo boat
wireless dispatch
Whipple.
The
says:
"Missouri and Indiana anchored at
Kingston at 8:30 this morning.
Kingston is almost totally destroyed.
Four hundred were killed and about
600 were Injured. The city Is now
juiet."
The dispatch was sent Thursday
morning.
The Whipple started to
return to Ouantanamo with a full report of the situation yesterday, and
should have reached the American
naval base during the night.
Direct advices of the Associated
Press from Kingston under date
January 16. received early today,
state that the disaster Is greater in
proportion than those of San Francisco and Valparaiso. Thousands of persons, it was then believed, had been
killed, as the dead are being recovered from the ruins by hundreds. A
number of Americans are among the
killed. The city is in ruins, but tha
shipping In the harbor la safe and
.board these vessels the wounded ar-- i
The dispatch also
being cared for.
i
stated that the topography of th-country has been changed aa the result of the earth disturbance, and
that the channel Into Kingston harbor has been materially altered. The
body of Sir James - Fergusson was
found and burled me day me
was sent.
There have been
several shocks since the first oisas
trous one and the people are in con
stant state of terror.

't

ais-pat-

HUGE TIDAL

ON

AVAVE

Wooden structure
minor shocks.
stood well, but all brick houses col
lapsed within a radius of six mile.
There was no tidal wave.
The de
fenses at Tort Royal were destroyed
and the palaces were broken through.
lllack mud Is coming to the surface.
The conduct of all classes has been
admirable, but It Is hoped that the
will
Indefatigable
British cruiser
soon arrive with marines.

Big

Suit

DECLINE TO GIVE
OUT ANY INFORMATION'
Norfolk, Jan. 18. The wireless sta
tion at Cape Henry has received an
official message from Rear Admiral
Evans and a message from Washing'
ton for Kvans, but the wirless peo
ple decline to give out any information, declaring both to be official.

falling building
kills ninety children.
Cape Henry, Jan. 18. The wire-

less station here received the following after midnight,
coming from
Ouanantamo,
Cuba: "Have overheard by wireless from the steamer
Colon that the school house at
Kingston fell at the first shock, killing ninety children.
The city. of
Kingston Is In bad shape and still
smouldering, with about BOO reported killed. The channel in the harbor of Kingston has shifted. This
cannot be vouched for. The battleships Missouri and Indiana entered
' '
the harbor safely."
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
ARRIVING AT KINGSTON.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 18. A
wireless message from Admiral Evans
received at the navy yard early to
day, states that the United States
battleship Yangton arrived at Kings
ton last night with further medical
supplies and two Associated Press
reporters on board.

Against Several Predatory
Corporations.
COURT SAYS THAT CARNES
MAY TRY JUDGE HARG1S
Chicago, Jan.

18.

John R. Walsh,

former president of the Chicago

Na-

tional bank of this city, which closed
its doors Dec. IS, 1905. today was
indicted by the federal grand Jury
for alleged misconduct in the financial management of the bunk. The
indictment is based upon ninety-tw- o
separate transactions,
in
each of
which. It is claimed, the funds of the
bank were unlawfully used. It contains 182 counts, based upon ninety-tw- o
financial operations conducted by
Walsh.
ARKANSAS

WANTS IlIG

PUNITIVE SENTENCE.
LUtlerock, Jan. 18. Suits for alleged violation of the anti-trulaws
of the state were tiled today by the
district attorney against Armour &
Co., the Wuters-Pierc- e
Oil company,
company,
Packing
the Hammond
Morris & Co., and the Cudahy Packing company, for amounts aggregating 81,833,000.
The present action is
continued violabaed upon alleged
law, after
tion of Arkansas anti-truthe first suit filed last October, the
judgement asked for being in the nature of penalties. What was regarded as a test suit, was decided by the
supreme court last week, in a case of
the state against the Hammond Packing company. The validity of the law
was upheld In the case.
st

st

IMPORTANT
F.tlION HV
KENTUCKY APPEAIJ COURT.
Frankfurt, Jan. 18. In the court
a
f appeals today the petition for
writ of prohibition to prevent Judge
Crimea from trying the case of Judge
J lines Hargi.s, charged with the murder of Doctor II. D. Cox. was denied.
This decision sustain Special Judge
(

'.mi"-- .

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION
ENTERPRISE

New York, Jan.

report the
shows that

18.

WASHED GUT

Kentucky Arc
Coming Down With Immense
Heads of Water.

Glasgow. Jan.
18.
Cincinnati. Ohio, Jun. 18. Floml
Two
sllirht
earthquake shocks were felt at Oban, conditions continue to grow worse torcoiiana, yesterday. No damage was day. At 7 o'clock the water stage la
done, but the Inhabitants were (keat- - this city was 69. 6 feet, and rising
ly alarmed.
h
Tho
of a foot an hour.
suffering In the lower sections of th
city and 111 the Kentucky suburbs la
OUAKE ADDED TO OTHER
already great. A heavy rain Is fall-lu- g.
HORRORS IN RUSSIA.
St. Petersburg. Jan. 18. Two vio
lent earthquake shocks were exper- THOUSANDS M)SE WORK
ienced at Kabu, government of Baku,
BY REASON OF HIGH WATER.
at 6 o'clock this morning; Kabu has
Pittsburg. Jan. 18. At McKeea-po- rt
a population of over 16,000.
the high water has forced suspension of operations at the tin plats
works and other plants, thus making
ITALIAN TOWN SCARED
HIT NOT MUCH DAMAGED. several thousand men idle. If tn
Udine. Italy. Jan. 18. Severe earth rise continues, several mills of th
quake shocks were felt at Tolmasse, National Tube works will have to
Fayette City Is surtwenty-nin- e
miles from here at 4:80 close down.
by water and manay people,
this- - morning.
The Inhabitants were rounded
panic stricken and fled from their have removed from their residence.
California and Roscoe are practically
homes.
No loss of life Is reported.
Tolmetzo Is situated at the south- submerged and scores of families
Nearly
ern foot of Carnlo, the alps near have vacated their homes.
every house In Black Diamond Is
Tagllamento, noted for rain-fa- ll
.the flooded.
All the coal mines In tha
precipitation being about 94
IIEI'f MEXICO'S EXPFIISE annual
Inches. The town has about 2,000 valley have shut down, and 10,00
miners are temporarily out of emInhabitants.
ployment.
BOY GIVES UP LIFE
ALLEGHENY HAS FALLEN
TO KILL OFFICIAL,
LAST TWENTY-FOUHOURS.
Smollnsk, Jan. 18. The chief of
Pittsburg, Jan. 18. A gradual fall
the rural administration, M. Krollau, of the Allegheny river during th
E
was killed Thursday night by a school past twenty-fou- r
greatly
hours
boy named Borlokoff, as the chief Improved the situation at has
Sprlngdale.
was leaving a concert hall. The boy The water has ceased to flow over the
who fired five shots from a revolver dyke. The Allegheny Is falling at Its:
And Will Doubtless Pass the at his victim, was mediately shot and headwaters,
but the 'Monongahela Is
killed ' by the officers In attendance still rising at all points. Half of the
upon
Senate Monday Salary
Krollau.
houses at West Brownsville are aalj
to be submerged.
Also
Raise.
Passes.
NEW JERSEY HONORS
IRISH AUTHOR WATER HIGHER THAN THE
Patterson, N. J., Jan. 18. Captain
STREETS THREATENS TOWH.
Springfield. III.. Jan. 18. As a reBROWNSVILLE DEBATE
Augustine K. Costelloe, the Irish paand author of "Footprints of sult of the Hood In the Ohio river, i
SUSPENDED TILL MONDAY triot
Irish Liberty," will be entertained In break Is thryitened at Shawneetown,
a banquet tonight by the ancient Or- Illinois, this morning.
Shuwneetown
der of Hibernians.
There will be lies In an elbow of the Ohio river
Special to The Evening Citizen.
persons present. Captain Cos- and is protected by a dyke. When
Washington, D. C, Jan. 18. Dele- 2600
the river is at a flood, the surface of
gate Andrews secured the insertion of telloe has had a remarkable career. the
water Is six or eight feet above
When the Fenian rising took place
the following In the urgent deficiency In
Ireland In March, 1867, he, with the street level in the lower part
bill, which passed the house unanband of compatriots, chartered a of the town. In 1898 the city was
imously toduy and will doubtless pass asmall
brlgantine of about 200 tons Inundated by the river, which broki
the senate on Monday:
and fitted her up with a cargo through the dyke on one aide, and
"Oovernmenl In territories hereby burden
persons Inst their lives.
of 5,000 stand of arms, three field twenty-nin- e
granted to puy out of treasury
of pieces and 200,000 cartridges.
The dykes were repaired after that
He
New Mexico a sum
not exceeding had with
generals and lieuten- calamity.
$15,000 dollars
for additional em- ants of the him
Up to 11:30 today the levee U
army, who were
American
ployes for contlgent expenses,
the
discharged after the war. When still intact.
legislature of said territory meeting then
they landed In Sllgo Bay, the InsurJanuary 21st."
was suppressed but twenty-fiv- e KENTUCKY RIVER IS
Andrews has Introduced bills to rection
AT HIGH IUHIII DEPTH.
who made a landing
them,
of
pension John W. Young, $24, and were arreBted, tried
Jackson, Ky.. Jan. 18. The Kentreason,
felony
of
to Increase Sylvia A. Sturgess" penand convicted. Captain Costelloe was tucky river has risen eighteen feet
sion to $24.
sentenced to twelve years In an Eng- here in the past two days. This
lish prison but his trial nearly pre- stream passes through Frankfort and
SUITS ARE BEGUN TO
cipitated a wur between Amej.l; K empties into the Ohio at Carrotlton.
TEST CALIFORNIA UWV. and England for he denied the right Kentucky, fifty miles above LouisWashington, Jun. 18. The United of English judges to try him, he be- ville.
States has begun two suits in San ing an American citizen. After beFrancisco for the purpose of enforc- ing In prison eighteen months he THE TYPHOID EPEDEMIC
IN PENNSYLVANIA
ing the provisions of the treaty with was released through the IntervenScranton. Pa., Jan. 18. The total
Japan, giving Japanese equal school tion of the I'nited States governEnglish
cases
ments
leaving
number of
After
his
of typhoid here toadvantages.
One of the actions Is
brought In the supreme court of Cul-- 1 prison Costelloe returned, to New day Is 1040. In spite of all precautions taken by the sanitary authoriIfiirniu in the name of a Japanese York and was employed on the
Herald and other newspapers ties and the medical men and disease
child for the purpose of obtaining a
writ of mandamus to compel his ad-- I but during the past few years has appears to be making headway. l'r
minion to one of the public schools spent all his time writing Irish and to the present the number of deaths
hus reached 77.
jfrom which he Is excluded by the American history.
action of the board of education.
Proceedings In the second suit is a
comprehensive hill of equity by the
United States in the federul court In
which members of, the board of education, superintendent of schools and
al princilaps of the various primary
and grummar schools in San Francisco made defendants.
one-tent-

COAST OF JAMAICA.
Havana, Jan. 18. Rear Admiral
Evans, In his message to the cruiser
Columbia here, states that a huge
tidal wave changed the coast line of
Jamaica, leaving the entire Bouth side NAVAL ENLISTMENTS
of Kingston under water. No bay Is
ARE ON THE INCREASE
reported as left, and the whole coa3t
Washington, Jan. 18. Owing to
not
been
sinking.
has
This
line is
the great Inducements offered young
confirmed.
men in the way of promotion. Increased pay, etc., Commander W. F,
Most serious earthquake
White announces that naval enlist
in jamaica's history. ments are Increasing at a very sat
special
18.
from
A
London, Jan.
Ufactory rate. The heads of the
Kingston, dated the 17th, says:
navy department had recently an ex
more
was
earthquake
recent
The
tremely difficult proposition to face
any
occurred
had
which
serious than
as naval enlistments were rapidly
falling off, and most of the battle
ships undermanned.
It was decided
to introduce the inducements menWALSH. LATE CHICAGO tioned
White was
and Commander
instructed to visit Ohio and other
states with a view to getting recruits.
He now explains that his visit has
been satlcfuctory to a certain extent
but some furtner action must have
to be taken as the number of men
required is very far below the aver
age.

Arkansas Brings

OF BEING

Tributaries From

Even School Boys In Russia Sac
rifice Their Lives to Kill
Country's Oppressors.

The
Now York, Jun. IS. The latest of-- j in Jamaica for over 250 years.
Acini news from the Kingston disas- first shock was followed by fifteen

at

The annual

Y. M. C. A. Issued today
in the past year $3,000,000
have been secured for Y. M. C. A
buildings in thirty canvasses.
In

BEATING .THE FARMER

'

OUT

m

HIS

PRC E

Interstate Commerce Commission Will Report to the Senate
the Senate the Existence of a Widespread Grain Buying
Monopoly In the West
the Farmer Is Held
Down to the Lowest Figure.
.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 18. Monopolisation of the grain buying business by a combination of elevator men
and the railways with buyers and
speculators, extinguishing
competition and lowering the price to the
producer, is a condition which will
be shown up by the interstate commerce commission's report, soon to be
made public. The report Is addressed to the senate.
Monopoly of the grain buying business, the commission finds. Is accomplished In the middle west by dealers. There is such an association to
s,
cover Minnesota and the two
another for Illinois, one for
Iowa, and there was one In Nebraska
until a state statute declared It In
restraint of trade and put It out of
business. The Kansas association was
somewhat hampered likewise by having its secretary and manager put in
jail.
Working in conjunction with these
state associations of grain buyers are
the elevator men at the terminals.
It is disclosed by the evidence that
the elevators are not only In agreement with the buyers, but have pooling agreements among themselves at
points like Minnesota, Duluth and
Chicago, by which the grain is allotted to each member of the pool in
certain agreed proportions.
If any
elevator gets more than the pool provides that elevator has to pay a certain amount per bushel for all excess
to the man who Is short.
A similar plan Is operated In the
purchase of the grain from the farmers. The buyers work on an agreed
price, dividing the territory among
themselves. When a man has his
share of the grain he drops his price
a half cent below that of his alleged
competitor und the latter fills hlB
quota.
So closely do these state associations work together that Independent dealers are boycotted, and cannot purchase grain at the terminals.
At the frequent meetings of the associations the names of independent
Da-kota-

which one hundred leading business
and young men have taken a part
some of them giving their entire
time to the canvass. Patterson, N. J.,
can
raised 1100,000 In a thirty-da- y
vass. In a twenty-da- y
canvass Win
ston, Salem, N. C, started to raise
$20,000 and In twelve days its, fund
Knoxvllle, Tenn,
reached $33,537.
closed its campaign on December 20
for $60,000 with $70,000 In hand, to
this over a thousand people contributed. Sherman, Texas, secured $21,-00- 0
campaign, most of
In a
which was given by young men. At
III.,
when an attempt was
Aurora,
made to raise $8C,000 in thirty days,
the sum of $90,000 was pledged and
Immediately a campaign
for the
Young Women's Christian associa CANADA IS STILL
CRYING FOR LABOR
Inaugurated
when $25,000
tion was
Montreal. Jan. 18. Construction of
At Spokane, Wash.,
was secured.
new railroad work on the prairies
the amount of $170,000 was obtain- all
has been suspended, owing to the
ed.
great scarcity
of labor. General
Manager Morse of the Grand Trunk
MINERS UNION
Pacific today states that plana for the
OFFICIAL IS CHARGED
of work throughout the
Terre Haute. Ind., Jan. 18. Will-la- resumption
whole length of the proposed lines
Stlnson, vice president of the at
earliest possible dates are beUnited Mine Workers, was brought ing the
perfected, even if labor bad to
up here today charged with misap- be brought
the antipodes. The
propriating the union's funds to a problem hasfrom
become a very serious
considerable extent. He was arrest- one
certain parts of the country
ed in Mount Vernon. New York state and in
it is felt that nothing but the
and extradited by Governor .Hughes. Importation
of foreign labor, of JapStlnson is preparing his defense and
or other nationality, will meet
states that the charges against him anese
are all a misunderstanding and can the need and enable ofimportant plans
for the betterment
the entire dobe explained satisfactorily.
minion to be carried out.
FUTURE FINANCIAL CON- 11I ION OF CUBA MONTREAL 1LVS
CHINESE POLICEMAN
Havana, Jan. 18. At a public
meeting of the principal merchants,
Montreal. Canada, Jan. 18. Lee
bankers and financiers in the Island Johnson, a Chinaman,
has been
here today the question of the pro- sworn in here as a special constable.
posed withdrawal of American troops He will pay particular attention to
from the Inland was fully discussed. the Chinese quarter and will carry
If the American government finally revolver and badge. He la familiar
takes the attitude threatened those with all the Chinese gamblers and
present decided to refuse loans of the men whf run the opium resorts,
money on crops as they would not so that the chief of police depends
take the risk after the withdrawal of on him to clean up the Chinese
the troops.
two-wee-

OF

dealers are read "for the Information of the members."
The grain trade tributary to the
Chicago market Is controlled by a
vicious trust of elevator men. It is
discovered by the commission that
the old free competition and actual
buying and selling of grain on the
board of trade In Chicago Is a thing
of the past. Grain going to that market Is absorbed by five or six huge
elevator concerns, headed by Armour,
who are the only buyers of grain,
and who absolutely control the price.
All but twenty-thre- e
Independent
grain operators have been driven to
the wall, this number being what remains of several' hundred. Whut
makes the Chicago situation the more
Intolerable is the fact that the law
of the state forbids the ownership
or dealing In grain by the proprietors
of the elevators where It Is stored.
There is a standing Injunction against
this practice an Injunction which
has been fought to the supreme court
and there sustained, but which Is
flagrantly and publicly violated every
day by a device known as "wash
sales" on the board of trade.
The only remedy left the farmer
against the widespread holdup has
been to build farmers' elevators near
the source of the wheut and to store
it themselves and wait for a market
and cars. In a number of localities
this has baen done on the
plan. All farmers Joining in the enterprise were compelled to sign an
agreement
to deposit a certain
amount of wheat in the elevator, or.
fulling to deposit it, to pay a storage
charge just as if it were so deposited.
this arrangement has been a thorn to
'the combinations and attempts have
been made to declare the farmers'
associations trusts. The courts have
thrown out the cases.
The disclosures by this report are
expected to lay the foundation for a
law providing fur federal inspection
of grain and federal laws for the
government of elevators handling In- -,
terstate business.
'

i

AMBASSADOR IIRYCE TO
REACH WASHINGTON FEB. 26.
London, Jan. 18. Mr. Bryce, the

newly appointed
to
ambassador
Washington returned from Ireland
this morning and paid the usual ceremonious visit to the king. After the
t,
Interview it was stated that Mr.
son of the late Sir William
Harcourt, would succeed Mr. Bryce
as chief secretary to Ireland, though,
it Is also freely stated that Winston
Churchill and Sir Anthony McDonnell
each have a considerable number of
supporters for the appointment In the
cabinet. Mrs. Bryce today held her
last reception previous to closing up
her residence on Portland place.
Har-cour-

THE NORTHERN FORESTS
ARE DISAPPEARING
Washington. Jan. 18. A geological
survey report just published states
that the forests of Wisconsin. Michigan and Minnesota are being so
rapidly cut down that the supply has
been cut in two. In Michigan and
Wisconsin there is practically little
timber left while in Minnesota, the
remaining timber lies, almost entirely, in the hands of four or five corporations, which will be the only concerned cupabie of producing an output for the next fifteen years.

,

Bill PISSES

'

New-Yor-

CITY DIRECTORY CANVASSERS

FOR THE
SALARY INCREASE HILL.
Washington, Jan. IS. By a vote
of 133 to 92, the house representatives voted to increase their sulurl'-to $7,500 per year.
Jamaica Relief Hill Pusses.
The senate today passed the Jamaica relief bill immediately upon
its receipt from the house, without
discussion.
Good, Substantial Raise.
The salaries of vice president,
speaker and members of the cabinet
was fixed at $12,000 at the same tlma.
The change takes effect March 4,
HOUSE

Will

VOTES

s

107.

Brownsville Affair Goes Over.

At the suggestion of Senator Keen,
the senate today postponed furth r

consideration of the Brownsville resolution until next Monday.
iMnd Commissioner Nominated.
The president today sent to the
senate the nomination of Richard A.
Balllnger, of Seattle, to be commissioner general of the land office, to
succeed W. A. Richards, of Wyoming,
who Is to retire March 4.
IS BEING TRIED FOR

SELLING BRITISH SIGNALS
London, Jan. 18 A second yeoman of the signals named Abbott of
11
W. S. Amphltrlte, Is being
today, the charges against
him being very serious. He offered
to sell to the agent of a foreign
country, said to be Germany, a naval signal book but was arrested as
sale. The
he was negotiating the
proceedings are being conducted In
private. Admiral Palllser is president
of the courtniartial.
court-martial-

START WORK

DA Y

And Every Ward in the City. Including
Old Albuquerque. Wili Be

Thoroughly Canvassed.
Fur the pu- -t few days, Tlie Evening Cilicn has publicly an- notiuced in its columns that this offu-mil muling all necessary
arrangement
work, at an curly dux. on a new city dlrec- to
lory for Albuquerque, which Mill also Include the Old Town.
employed and lite
Blank have all been printed and canva-c- m
4 la Iter will be ready to Inaugurate work, on the gathering of names.
next Monday morning, January 21.
4
The gentlemen who will officiate mm cuiivu.er
are William
Keleher, O. C. Mutton, Russell Foster und Wade Rlilne.
Tliey
will have charge of the new town, one to each ward, and The Even- lug Citizen apM-ato all approached by the canvassers that they give
correct Information, thus enabling this oil Ice to iiiuke the new city
4 directory by all odd the liesl ever issued, ultlioiigh The Evening Citl- zeu ha Issued some tlrt class directories of Albuquerque in
uts .
years.
4'
J. A. Morrison will ussist this office in the solicitation of udver- - 4
of the university, schools, 4)
tlsciiicnt, and securing datu for w rile-tip- s
churches, societies, rullroud shops, lumber mills und nil other local
4

--

Industrie.

director) for
4
A. C. do llacu, Jr.. who Issued a very creditable
Mexico, will have cliurgc of the old town of Albuquerque, In
4
write-ups
of the various place
4 securing nuiiie for the directory and
4 of interest of the west cud.
As mmiii as the cMiivussci-- complete their work, tun llil-cl;i4
compiler, who an- - familiar ultli cveij section f the tvio t itle- -, will
4 be put to work compiling lite names so there ttill lie no duplication.
4 after which the printer will Ik' ciixuucd. It is the intention of this
rs b March
4 olTlc to liuve the new city director) reud) for sul.-cr- il
pril I. KtOT.
4
and not later than
1 1
1 1
Toi-rco-

s

nI, i n m m

i

m

s.

4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

n nu t inM au

'ALBUQUERQUE

TAGK TWO,

thr young girl taken from the

The Citizen Publishing Company
PwWne for tranamtolm thrauah th
Mite aa Mcoad clsas mattar.

WHAT INDIANA DOES
TO REFORM CHILDREN.

EVENING CITIZEN

rakfe4

Bases!

Dally

Ml

Weekly ky

PRESS

BULLETIN

FROM A.

PENSIONS FOR

Sill.

Tho trade
Jcffersonville, lnd.:
school of shnemaklng has been Inaugurated nt the Indiana rpformatory
here, and will be the last Industry to
be started, at least for the time being.
Machinery has been Installed at a
cost of $2,000. and several machines
that can be secured only by lease will
Treatment For Trees and
Fifteen intnutes will
be operated.
employed, and It Is expected that
Vines. Portions of Which
twenty-fiv- e
pairs of shoes per day
These will bo
will be turned out.
Are Winter Killed.
sold to the several Institutions of the
state of Indiana, and any surplus that
remains will be put on the open marA number of Inquiries have come
ket. Supt. W. II. Whittaker says he
grow
does not anticipate having any con- to the station from a few fruit
In regard
siderable stock to dispose of after the ing districts In New Mexico
Institutions have been supplied, as it to the treatment for winter-injure- d
The sudden and severe
will take a (treat many shoes for fruit trees.
old spells during the earlier part of
them.
Mr Whlttaker savs he believes ho the winter found a "number or nppie
Is now in a position to see the return trees not ready for winter" in some
of $120,011(1 per year to the state as " tie young orcnarcis in me eiisieni
thp several tra-l- I
'ne territory,
om nium from
Excessive cold Is likely to Injure
schools, which will practically b
if the young
and especially
,.ii.i.. hnt li was when he took trees
ly
mih.uico
h,.r.. Thorn ar nevcntf.cn schools grow in oils nm propel
during the fall and early winter. The
In the institution where tho Inmate
aor- ana
will be taught trades, as follows; more thoroughly matured
Shoemaking. broommaklng, tailoring, niant the plant, or pari or me piani,
tlnsmlthlng. me Deuer H is aDie 10 enoure severe
painting, carpentering,
electrical cold. Fruit growers In the colder
engineering.
mechanical
...
baking pans or cne cerncoiy
laundrylng,
engineering.
new woou 10 iiiorouKNiy .iim.uic.
shlrtmaking.
mnl.lino-rhaliimakine.
wood can
brick masonry, stone masonry, black- - before frost comes. Thelessening
the
be allowed to mature by
smithing and printing.
activities of the tree In the fall. This
Is usually done by stopping cultlva
HOY WINS SECOND STATE
PRIZE FOR COKX. tion and Irrigation at the proper
lioi'hpstpr. Minn .:
Willie Brown. time. Cover crop, also, tends to ma
rsrnv tnunnhln la onlv lure me young cree growcn
,.f
.. . y.,.....
c v,.
i.i k...
. If .nil,
ntn I wnne me uroper ireacmeiic ioi
HO. "VII fllvM
IIUl lir
trees IS Olieil u.cri
hrn..rhi hnnnr In olmatart rnnnl j w in
case, it
and stimulated Interest in the corn- - mined for each particular
's true that the lnjureu pan is no
inrinstrv.
County Superintendent Howard hn longer of any use to the tree, vine
wiiereiia n iuo
rfclv.l wnr.l th..t Wlllium Ttrown. o w pianc,
district 102. had on second prize in "ve injury oy acceierHiing cne evK-.- h
back of the frozen
.i.ip mm.r,iin nnntoHt said oration and dying
parts, or by affording lodging places
nrlze helnir X100 in cash.
Th,.
ThihltPd Dip com which 'or Insects and germs of plant dls
treatment
has proven so valuable, at the Olm eases. Probably tne Desi have
been
trees and vines that
stead county contest In November and for
winter-injure- d
upon the new growth
was awarded llrst prize $10 given
is to cut them back as
for the purpose by Forest Henry, of or extremities
necessary. The severity of
Dover. The corn winning first, sec- - muth
ond and third prizes here In the lo mis operauon, which may ue wirct; ui
rxtntaut waa tt,lr4n in
a Xflnn.t. five feet, depends upon the Injury
removing or tnese arieu unu in
hi..h
...oil. .tat.
"
been held. There It was found to be Murea loK t,mlc""r area,
n i iu
the tree into a smaller
.ho
,iu.i i
h.t
state of Minnesota, and the prize of e remembered that heavy pruning
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Headquarters

NEW MEXICO

For Fine

VETERANS

Toilet Goods

Bills Introduced by Delegate
Andrews Now Pending In
House of Representatives.

b--

PRETTY LOVE

Friday.

New

York Insane asylum and placed i'l
a private sanitarium, where she may
Hp hop?
receive Fprlnl treatment.
that kIio may be cured and enabled to
take charge of her own propprty.

HIE

EVENING CITLZEtf.

WANTKD.
WANTED A capable girl tor general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad
avenue and
Broadway. P. R. Daniel.
WANTKD iA
experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. n. Chllders, 107 North
Twelfth street.
WANTED By Japanese Dov us fam
ily waiter or housework In private
family. A steady Job. Room 2,
Rico house.
WANTKD
An
experienced
nurse
would like to accompany Invalid to
Ikib Angeles, for all or part expenses. Address "C." this office.
mp
WANTED A good-cablacksmTTH
and sawyers, also good white wait
ress. Oood wages. Colhurn's Em
ployment Agency.
WANTKD
Help lurnisned and em- ployment of all kinds
secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone

We try to keep In stock all the
well known and reliable Toilet
Preparation on the market. If
we haven't what you want we
will get It for you. We are able
to always serve your Interests
In the bet possible way.

rERSONAIi

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low a $1
and as high as $200. Loans are
ulckly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
possession.
oods remain In
Our rates are reasonable. Call and'
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from alb
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
31 5 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

The following bills granting pensions to veterans of tho civil war,
citizens of New Mexico, have been Introduced by Delegate W. H. Andrews
and are pending in the committee on
pensions of the house:
"Be in enacted by the senate and
Inelv Furnlslietl, Fireplace.
house of representatives of the Unit
Horse,
270.
ed States of America In congress asi"8g'. Harness, Hay. Etc.
sembled, that the secretary of the InsecondWANTKD
Gentleman's
terior be, and he is hereby authorhand clothing. No. 615 South FlrM
ized and directed to place on the
street, south of viaduct. Send adpension roll, subject to the provision
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney.
Building.
Life
Occidental
law,
pension
limitations
and
of the
proprietor.
Lover Travels Half Way Round
K.
late
Chaffee,
name
of
the
Ashael
WANTED Bids for the construction
and
Broadway
Corner
and
Company
Hundred
K,
of
One
the World to Secure
of hotel building at Belen, N.
110 West Gold Ave.
Ninety-thir- d
regiment. New York
M. Plans can be seen nt the office
Avenue
Railroad
East
a
pay
Infantry,
him
and
volunteer
His Bride.
E. B. Crlsty, architect,
Albuof
pension at the rate of $30 per month
querque, N. M. The John Becker
Colo Phone, Black 30.
ROFESSIONAL CARDS
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Company. Belen, N. M.
an.',
senate
by
the
"Be In epacted
WANTED Teams The Santa Fe
house of representatives of the UnitAFRICA'S HOUSE OF
LAWYERS.
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
ed States of America In congress asteams
Hagan
for
coal
haul
from
insecretary
sembled, that the
of the
Ira M. Rond.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
terior be, and he is hereby authorATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St.,
FOR
purposes.
good
All
for
other
N. W., Washington, D. C.
ized and directed to place on th3
Pensions,
teams making application will be land patents.
convris-hts- .
pension roll, subject to the provisions Full Set of Teeth
caveats,
given
O.
Geo.
Super
Marrs,
work.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
and limitations of the pension laws, Gold Filling
$1.50 lip
intendent.
the name of David Denham, late of Gold Crowns
Denver Heiress Confined In New
R. W. D. Ilryau.
II
Company C, One Hundred and Sev- Painless Extracting
FOR IlKNT.
50c
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
York Insane Asylum For
enth regiment. New York volunteer
que, N. M. Office, First National
New
FOR RENT
infantry, and pay him a pension at
618 North Sixth Rank building.
house, modern.
Loss of Mind.
ABSOLUTELY
ALL
WORK
the rate of $30 per month In lieu of
street.
E. W. Dobmn.
that he Is now receiving.
ATTORNEY AT UW.
FOR
RENT Two rooms for light- Office.
by the senate and
in
enacted
"Be
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
New York: When Miss Emma Van
Unitrepresentatives
of
of
the
house
Broadway.
Druraen indulged In a bit of persiflage
DENTISTS.
ed States of America In congress aswith Christopher Shaw, a young
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
secretary of the insembled,
the
that
contractor, with headquarters
DR.
housekeeping;
rent
J. E. KRAFT,
reasonable.
terior be, and he Is hereby authoriApply rear 524 West Railroad.
in Hong Kong;, on Independence day
Dental Surgeon.
place
on
to
the
and
directed
zed
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnctt buildiag.
a year ago In the gardens of the
FOR
RENT Furnished
pension roll, subject to the provisions
n. f. copp,
over O'RIelly's drug store. AutomatAmerican legation In Pekln, China,
very reasonable,
Idwk,
Apply
flats;
pension
at
of
the
limitations
and
ic phone 238.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
the little thought that that same
Appointments made
.110 Coal avenue, east end of
the name of Qulncy Adams Stiteler.
by mall.
young liriton and herself would be
regiK,
Company
Fifteenth
late
of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
married not so very long afterward
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
ment, United States Infantry, and pay
y
FOR RENT A six room
In far off New York.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
$30
rate
of
pension
a
pjr
at
the
him
brick house, corner of Seventh
Department of the Interior, United
But the gods of love and fate held
a, a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
month in lieu of that he is now restreet and Tljeras p.venue. Inquire hours,
States Land Offlce.
the cards, the Rev. Dr. Henry Marsh
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
ceiving.
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624 pointments
Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec. 19, 1906.
Warren held the book and the young
made by mall.
"Be In enacted by the senate and
West Tljeras avenue.
hereby given that the folloNotice
is
couple held hands while the wed.
muvn house of representatives of the Unit wing-named
growtn ana mis new grown.
filed no- FOR
claimant
has
Nicely
HUNT
PHYSICIANS.
burnished
ding ceremony was performed In Ir.
trees, as tne ed States of America in congress as tice of his Intention to make final
needed In winter-injure- a
TO ISsrK
WOTIIKIt
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week;
Warren's home.
STOCK FOR $10,000,000. vitality of the trees may be renewed. sembled, that the secretary of the in proof In support of his claim under
Dll. J. R. 1IAYNF.S
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms
traveling
Deursen,
while
Miss Van
woou
never
can
perior.i.
injured
The
authorhereby
is
be,
he
Vn
T!lchmond.
is
from
learned
terlor
and
Physician and Surgeon.
It
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
for light housekeeping.
The MIn
abroad a year ago, attended the an banking interests more
less direct- - Its former function In the growth of ized and directed to place on thi March 3. 1891 (26 Stats.,
or
11 and 13, N. T.
Rooms
854), as
ArmiJo
neapolis House, 524 South Second
nual Fourth of July reception In the lv connected with the Chesaneake & the tree. New wood must lie aevei- - pension roll, subject to the provisions'
building.
21,
February
act
by
of
amended
tBi
street,
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
chatting
legation In Pekln.
While
In
possible
order
as
soon
oped
as
laws,
pension
management
of
plans
the
and limitations
havi
4701
1893 (27 Stats
that
and that said
DR. R. J j. H17ST.
with several Americans Mr. Shaw Ohio
SALE.
under consideration for some that the tree may maintain its vege- the name of Henry W. Turner, late of proof will be made before the pro-Office,
N, T. Arniijo Bldg.
came up and was presented by mu been
I
cnnl-sil
rl
t
forces.
I
tatlve
a
n
1
I,
regiment.
rvf
Company
r
Ifttln Imo f
Kan bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on FOR SALE A good big cow; will be
.iiiinnni
Eleventh
nir
Tuberculosis treated with High
tual acquaintances.
neavy
cutting
tne
a
pay
ni
nr
cavalry,
-i
Sometimes
sas volunteer
innron
him
and
Th. mtt
fresh soon. Inquire of George K. Frequency Electrical
ihi
26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav-Current and
In the course of a subsequent stroll
trees seems to do pension at the rate of $30 per month January
Neher.
facilities in Richmond has of winter-injure- d
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding I
Germicide. Treatments given each
about the gardens, however, persiflage terminal
death
the
good
but
more
than
I
harm
receiving,
In lieu of that he Is now
under advisement.
The preClaim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 36, T. FOR SALE Twelve head of Jersey day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
and epigrams gave way gradually to been
"Be It enacted by the senate und 7 N., K. 2 E.
nlnn In this connection, it is un- - of such trees would have occurred
heifers, two years old. Apply at nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
a teas scintillating though more in ent
nau
tney
even
cut
duck
Deen
not
it
the outlay of about
house of representatives of the UnitJohn T. Fletcher ranch.
He names the following witnesses
teresting dialogue. It was love at derstood. calls for company
UNDERTAKER.
tree
cases
entire
where
are
the
The
has mad-- These
J2.500.O00.
ed States of America in congress as- to prove his actual continuous
ad' FOR SALE Good
driving
horse,
first Bight they both concluded, and other
improvements at an aggregate "8 been injura.
sembled, thut the secretary ot the In- verse possession of said tract for
Colo., Red 115
an
buggy
Apply High- Auto, phone 316.
and
harness.
love alliance was cost
an
oe
cut
All the injured wood should
which
of
nhni.t
the
nmoiint
hereby
be,
Is
A. BORDERS.
authorMme
sur
and
he
preceding
years
terior
twenty
the
next
Livery,
112
land
John
street
formed In the little rustic summer it would h nrnnnr to m ..Unli
off and the pruning should extend ized and directed to place on the vev of the township, viz:
Commercial Club building.
Black
. tiouse at the legation under the starry
FOR SALE The Claude Girard prop
I ho mot h .
dOW'n
pari.
lO tne UninjUTeU
Sr. tar aa fan ho loo
.lie pension roll, Bubject to the provisions
or White hearse, $5.
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
Bag.
erty
west
on
In
road.
Mountain
any
11
are
tney
od of fliiHnoInn- these imnrovemetits Wounds, especially
and limitations of the pension law.", Lunas, N. M.: Aniceto Aragon, Gull
Miaa Van Deursen returned home.
quire on premises or at No. 300
ARCHITECTS
nd others that are under contemnla- - ways large, should be properly cov
the name of C. H. Kirkpatrlck, lat'i
Orona, Quirlno Samore, pf Per
Mr. Shaw had to remain in China, tion
North Broadway.
or
dressing. captain Company O, Fortieth regi- lermo
ered with some Kind
tot..l
which
mill,
tho
mlrhi
M.
W.
Spencer.
F.
7
N.
alta.
Rooms
Bar- where. In the coast towns, he wiis mount nhnut unonnniin within th Paint ana lur are goou maiermis,
ment. Indiana vlunteer infantry, anl
person who desires to protest FOR SALE Lot No. 4 in block No. nett building, Albuquerque, N. li.
Any
personally auperintending
the con- - next venr. has not been decided unon
ne
01
2
a variety
in the Huning Highland addition, Both phones.
There seems to
him a pension at the rate of I3J against tbe allowance of said proof.
,atmction of water front buildings. by the directors and largest interests opinions in regard to the best time pay
Will consider un offer. Dr. F. B,
per month in lieu of that he Is now or who knows of any substantial rea
Hut the mails annihilated
distance In the comnanv.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Romero.
or tne year to prune tne wni.er-n- i
receiving.
Lson under the laws and regulations
--and the iove making
went on across
olne preter to wan .or
jured trees,
"Be In enacted by the senate and of the Interior department why such I Ft R SALE One sound fresh Jer
""tha Pacific. Letters go slowly, how- IlKKT Sl't.AR 1'I.ANT IS
J. It. Farwell.
the starting of the buds, rather than house of representatives of the Unit- proof should not be allowed will be
sey cow, cheap if taken at once
Room 23. N. T. ArmiJo building.
ever, and the aid of the cable was
ASSURKD FOR liOl'MtKlt. I prune earlier in the spring. Others ed States of America In congress as- given an opportunity at the above
or
office
Address
XXX
Citizen
call
invoked. That was months ago. Tho
Boulder, Colo.:
The beet sugar prefer to prune in the spring before
up Automatic phone 645.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
of the In- mentioned time and place to cross
cable carried to Miss Van Deursen the factorv for Boulder is nraetlcallv as- - the buds open. However, it Is be- - sembled,be, thut the secretary
and he is hereby author- examine the witnesses of said claim FOR SALU An art square 12x12
terior
single word, "When?"
It carried sured. J. F. Kilby. of Cleveland, O, lleved that where zero weather is not ized
T1ks. K. D. Maddlson.
feet, ladles wheel, a wheel barrow,
and directed to place on th-- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
back to the young Englishman the who built the plants north of Boul-llikl- y
Office with W. B. Chllders,
to prevail that as good results pension roll, subject to the provisions of that
117
wagon
filO
by
claimant.
sheet,
furniture.
submitted
and
Day."
"New
words,
Year's
three
West Gold avenue.
der. Is here and saw a number of may be had by doing the pruning
North Right street.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Directly after the wedding the business men. He wired his assocl- - shortly before the leaf buds open in and limitations of theA. pension law.
Register.
Hill, late of
Jamaica Lady Speaks Highly ot
the name of Frank
FOR SALE Majority ot stock in es.
bridal couple jumped into a hansom ates in Cleveland to stop all negotlu-lth- e
spring
CJ.
regiment.
No. 2547.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Company
Holding
United
Claim
First
Small
paying
bus!
tabllshed
driving
and
retail
to
Central
Grand
the
aad.
FA MIAN t.Altt ia
tions with other parties In reference
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su
States cavalry, and pay him a pension
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
station, took the first train westward to the plant in Michigan, as he hvl
January la. 1907
perintendent
of Cart Service at Kingsat the rate of $30 per month In lie'i
NOTIC E FOR PUBLICATION.
to leave city. Address No. 1126
for Ban Francisco. Their . honey- practically closed the deal with the
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
of that he Is now receiving."
Daily Citizen.
moon will be spent where they first Boulder people. The stock company OI.D SOI.DIF.ItS OF I.AS
says
Department of the Interior, Land
that she has for some years used
met. In rice field surrounded Pekln.
F6r SALE or TraDE FTTtiin' Chamberlain's
VF.f.AS FXF,CT OI'FICKUS.
was agreed upon, also the amount at I
Cough Remedy for
Office ut Santa Fe, N. M.
NURSERY PRODUCTS
724 South Second coughs, croup
room
No.
house.
At il recent meeting of bherman.
which the corporation shall be cap!- Dec. 29. 1906.
and whooping cough
property
ntoviDiNt;
California,
in
street
for
tallzed. Mr. Kilby said his associated Post No. 1, O. A. R., at Las Vegas.
and has found it very beneficial. She
Notice Is hereby given that Santi
Al.li NEW CHAIRMEN would be more than willing that the the following officers were installed
Write John Kiick. 431 East Sec has implicit
AND
FRUIT
SHADE TREES, ago Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has
confidence in it and would
ond street. Long Beach, California. not be without
Washington:
The United State majority of directors should be Boul- - for the ensuing year: W. B. Bur-d- SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS. tiled notice of his Intention to make
a bottle of it In her
1
senate is an accommodating bod
gaso
people.
A
No.
Contracts to furnish ton. commander; W. H. Kenestrlck, BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. final five-yeFOR
SALE
Charter
home. Sold by all druggists.
proof in support of
Kvery member of the majority must beets for the new mill are already be-- I senior vice commander;
Jefferson N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
power, for
line engine,
have a chairmanship, in order that he Ing signed. It Is hoped the plant w i!) Reynolds, Junior vice commander; STREET.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
pumping; good as new; cheap,
10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
may have a committee clerk at u be shinned to Boulder bv March and John Shank, quartermaster; D. W.
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
Vi and lots 1 and 2. Section
NE
SM
Department
of the Interior. Land Of.good, round salary, and a messenger be ready for operation next fall.
If you want good, substantial 3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
Wean, chaplain; Orlando Smith, of
Edith street.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
bread, get It from the
ficer of the day; John O'Rourke, of- home-mad- e
also drawing liberally from the pub
before
proof
will
made
said
be
that
December 26, 1906.
New Home Bakery.
ficer of the guard.
lic purse. Sometimes the number of FLORENCE REFINERY IS
H. W. 8. Otero, United States Court
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
HUSHED WITH ORDERS.
the majority Is greater than the num
N. CITY DIRECTORY IS
Albuquerque,
Commissioner,
at
Gallegos of Belen, N. M., has filed
So great is the
Florence, Colo.:
ber of committees unprovided for
M., on Feb. 6, 1907.
notice of his Intention to make final
In such cases a new committee is demand for retlned oil that the Unit
following
names
witnesses
the
He
Cand7
Cascarets
When
BADLY NEEEDED five year proof In support of his
ed States OH company is pushed to
created.
prove his continuous residence up
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry Noi
Cathartic were invented ir. to
It la not necessary for the new com the limit to supply the trade over the
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
6621, made October 21, 1901, for the
Oil sells for threi
mittee to meet in fact It Is not ex western states.
was
formula
Grle
Grlego,
1896,
Salomon
Venceslado
and
the
Section 2, Township 4 N.
pected to meet; it will have no busl cents a gallon less than a year ago
OP
go, Darlo Chavez and J. It. carpen' THE
l
EVENING CITIZEN WII.I. NW,
Range 8 W, and that said proof will
perfected after much
neaa to transact If it should meet owing to the oil war waged by east
ter,
N.
M.
Carpenter,
all
of
A
SOtN tilVE THE CITY FIRST
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
The local company
Bat the room assigned to it makes a ei'n refineries.
labor by highly scienMANUEL R. OTERO,
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on FebruCLASS DIRECTORY.
(ood loafing place for senators w he has a large supply of reserve crude
Register.
ary 7. 1907.
tific chemists, it utis our a:r.i
they grow tired of their duties and oil in tanks in the fields and this will
He names the following witnesses
Commands the Consumer's
want to rest and swap jokes. It i be drawn upon immediately. The
perfect
a
produce
only
to
not
I'l'BLICATION.
NOTICE
FOR
to prove his continuous residence upConfidence
always supposed that a new niembe company purposes making the FlorEFFECTIVE
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
combination of
The Evening Citizen will, in a
brings with him a supply of fresh ence retlnery the largest in the wes;.
Department of the Interior,
Land
very short time, start canvass
Ruperto Jaramii'.o, of Belen, N. M.;
stories, and the older senators mur More wells will be sunk soon.
CONSTITUENTS, but to Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
ers out to secure names for a
Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.;
catch on to them, so, as a rule, th
29,
1906
Dec.
and
PURITY
in
of
point
new city directory, which Is bad- have every ingredient the very best
Pablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
room of the new committee is ver;
Notice Is hereby given that Lucio
ly needed, as the hist one pub- Jesus Jaramlllo y Gallego, of Belen,
LAND OFFICE STARTS
popular for a while.
Ortega of Chillli, N. M., has filed noQUALITY that could be obtained.
N. M.
lished by an outfit not familiar
The laat to be plated at the hea
tice of ills intention to make final
with the city, was the poorest 't
MANUEL R. OTERO.
five-yeof one of these extemporized commit
proof
support
In
his
of
QUALITY
and
of
PURITY
a
standard
We established
excuse of a city directory ever 4
Register.
YEAR
NEW
THE
teea Is Senator Dul'ont. of Delaware
No.
entry
claim, viz: Homestead
many
e
issued In Albuquerque, and
and MEDICINAL STRENGTH, that has been maintained for 6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
Of course his committee hud to hay
ii
reel
Lung
t
of
Trouble.
citizens 4
of prominent
a name, and It was baptized, "com IN I.OOD SHAPE. WITH SIXTY all these years, and every Cascaret tablet has been as harmless, WVj NE Vi and EH NWU. Section names
"It is now eleven years since I had
were omitted altogether.
12, Township 8 N., Range 6 E., and
luittee on ventilation and uccoustics.
escape
a
narrow
from consumption,"
It is the intention of The
HOMESTEAD ENTRIES IN
pure, gentle and effective as every other one.
It Is not to be supposed that it Is '
that said proof wil be made before
Evening Citizen to make the if writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
TEN' DAYS.
S. Otero, United States tourt
have any "muck raking" privileg
W.
H.
proto
formula,
S. C.
medicinal
man
very
a
into
of
Kershaw,
best
"I had run
next city directory the
The substances that enter
c ommissioner.
because it has to do with ventilation
at Alouquerque, in. a ever published, und when com- Is
weight to 135 pounds, and
down
Nineteen hundred and seven
in
TRUSTWORTHY,
ever
and
mildare
SAFE
be
to
senators
M., on Feb. 5, 1907.
and as all the
coughing
so far as business duce the desired effect,
was
starting
nicely
constant,
out
one
prove
of
the
both by day
pleteJ It will
spoken men. uccoustics will not cut Is concerned ut the United Stales MUST be clean, fresh, carefully selected and compounded with
He names the following witnesses 4 best advertisements for the city 4 and by night.
Finally I began tak
IUr, land
to prove his continuous residence up
much of a ligure with them.
ing
King's
Dr.
New
office at Santa Fe. The record
Discovery,
4
4 imaginable.
and
then, what difference does It muUe for the lirst ten days of the new year painstaking supervision.
on. and cultivation of, the land, viz: 4
The book will contain illus- - 4 continued this for about sis months.
Ortega,
what name Is given to it, so the room is sixty original homestead entries,
Garcia,
Francisco
Estolano
my
write-upingredients
cough
of
city,
s
lung
4
when
the
and
necessary
of
secure
to
trouble were
the
4
The eternal vigilance
Is provided and the clerk ami
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter, 4 traled.
entirely gone and I was restored to
mills,
fourteen final homestead entries and
railroad shops, lumber
draw their pay'.'
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New Turk. Jan. IS.

This city

Is In

the throes of an epidemic of grip,
according to the statement of the
medical sanitary superintendent, who

quotes figures by the bureau of statistics to prove his contention, but
at the same time there Is no need for
the citizens to be alarmed, for If they
will let their minds take them back
to the post holiday season of . each
winter during the past ten years,
they will distinctly remember that
the alarmist reports appear annually,
with unfailing regularity, and with
remarkable precision, on or about
January 11. The causes of the disease, its symptoms, treatment
and
effect ns set forth
furnish rather
amusing reading. The causes told
are: "too numerous to mention," but
amongst the symptoms are "a disposition to shirk work." Now all that
can be said about this symptom Is
that If it is a fact, there must be an
alarming epedemlc of the disease In
New York the year around. When
you imagine you have the grip you
are told to "go to your doctor at
once, and loose no time about It"
but on no account, no matter how bad
the weather Is, "do not turn up the
collar of your coat."
The strange
part of the report Is thnt It starts
with the alarming intelligence that
the city ia In the throes of the disease, but mentions that up to the
present there are only a few deaths,
still this Btatement is counter-balancewhen It says "if the weather
conditions get bad it will undoubtedly Increase grip and cause many
deaths." The report was no doubt
well meant but with all amusing.
d,

The latest fishing story deserves to
take its place In the annals ofthose
of the past, as It Is printed with all
seriousness in the New York press.
The hero of the story is a motorman,
who rejoices in the name of Schabo-lowlskand, when Ashing for cod
off Sandy Hook, felt a mighty
tug
at his line. The second tug was a
stronger one and tore him over the
stern of the boat into ten fathoms of
cold Atlantic brine. Keeping a tight
hold on his line he was towed a considerable distance by the monKter
and then, according to his own statement when he was rescued, he lost
consciousness. He described the cod
as a monster, the grandfather of all
of them.
y.

During the course of iw fight between two Italians recently, one was
so badly stabbed that both his kidneys were penetrated.
The quarrel
was over a woman both men loved.
The Injured man, when taken to the
hospital, was told he had not long
to live If an operation was not performed on him. He asked that the
young woman and a priest be sent
for and both came Into the operating theatre, where the man was all
ready for the operation. After a conversation with the Dominican priest
and the young woman a marriage
ceremony was performed, two nurses
and a doctor being the witnesses.
Immediately after the ceremony the
young woman was taken from the
operating room, the Injured man put
under an anesthetic, and th6 operation performed. His Internal injuries were found to be so serious that
there is no hope of his recovery.
The prayer meeting started for the
benefit of those doing business in
Wall street, the Stock Exchange and
the curb is causing considerable comment us so many financial men think
nothing is to be so much revered as
a dollar, unless it be two dollars.
There is no doubt In the minds of
the missionaries that if speculators
ould be convinced of the efficacy of
prayer they would pray with a
and as each would petition
for what he wanted, some strange
prayers would, no doubt, be offered
tip. A bear, with great solemnity
might pray for calamities, believing
that the world was waxing fat and
In need of some chastisement.
Or he
might change his opinion about the
market, pray that his fust petition be
cancelled and offer a bullish one to
substitute It. There would be no
end of things to pray for. but all
prayers could not be answered as
different sections would require different things. A great many flnan- iers with a religious feeling enter
the market In the morning In a prayerful mood and attend the service,-bu-t
it is sad to relate, they leave the
market In the evening more often
swearing than praying.
It can be
ven-Kenc- e,

seen therefore that prayer services
after the market closes would be less
misused than those of the morning,
for the sins at 10 o'clock are the sins
of Intention, while the after market
sins are the sins of commission.
A long life of noble selfsacrlflce
and charity closed a few days ago
Nancy E. Campbell
when Miss
breathed her last In Brooklyn. Though
descended from Scottish kings and
dukes, she was known more for
noble deeds than noble blood. Around
her coffin gathered faces tinged with
the gold of the Orient, Japanese, Chi
nese and Mongolians, men now In
high standing In the professions and
In business, to do honor to the woman
who first gave them encouragement
and placed them In the path of
prosperity. For the last thirty years
Miss Campbell's life was devoted to
Japs and Chinamen. whom she
started schools for, and educated, and
it Is no exaggeration to say that a
great many successful men in China
and Japan, to say nothing of hundreds of them in this country, owe
their success of her. She was a lineal descendant of Archbishop Camp
bell, first duke of Argyle, who was
descended
from Scotch royalty,
through his third son. Sir Lachlln
Campbell, who settled in this country In 1715, and who, in 1737, established a Scotch colony up tlc
state. Today the Inike of Argyle.
who is married to King Kdward's
sister, the Princess Louise, is Miss
Campbell's cousin. lr. Takaml, the
well known physician, whom Miss
Campbell had sent through
school. Lafayette college
was atand Columbia university.
tending her at her death, which was
caused by an aneurisrn of the heart.
Her arlstrocratlc. clean cut, features
and snow white hair will be missed
from the locality In which she so
long labored and the poor residents
will miss her motherly attentions.
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SHOW SUCH MURDER LIST? $

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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W. T. McCKElUHT,

hTHICKIJIl,

B.

President.

e
recently asked the
The
.
,
.
question at the head ot mis arncie, unn nui-ic- i
by saying that we seem to draw a line as to protecting
human life. That Is, that we recognize many Instances
In which to take human life Is not a matter to cause
any Interruption to Usual routine or any penalty more
A consequence, of course, is our
han passing regret.
horrible annual railway slaughter, our lynchings. noml-sldof all sorts. (There have been seven homicides
countries,
European
In Detroit In recent months).
which all together do not kill so many people as we do,
have quite another theory. T take a life In a Euro
pean country under any circumstances is a serious mat
All question of guilt or intention asme. mere is
ter.
still left In European civilization the great overwhelm
ing fact that a human life has been taken, and the law
proceeds to some penalty, takes some action to mark Its
care over the lire 01 every cmzen. nun c
dead to this sense of the sacredness of life In a vast
e
thinks, marks a
number of cases, the
fundamental difference in civilization or in the Amrelcan
social genius; "our intense sense of individuality leaning
us to regard each separate case not In its relations to
society as a Whole, but in Its relations to the Individual
e
continues:
who has slain." The
"That the causes of a phenomenon so striking.
which has Its manifestations throughout a huge territory
and among a numerous population, bringing them Into
sharp contrast with all other peoples and countries In
Christendom, must be fundamental. Is perfectly plain."
Hecently In a downtown street here, early In the
evening, a respected citizen was run over and killed by
an automobile. There has not been, 80 far as we know,
even an Inquiry concerning It.
It does not seem to
have come to any official consciousness that the law has
charge over citizens, guaranteeing them their life, and
that If this be taken from them the law has a gray.!
duty the very gravest that It can perform In apporWe
tioning blame," If any, and in exacting reparation.
lo not in the slightest degree here attribute blame. The
motor car may have been going at an unlawful rate of
speed, or It may not. The driver may or may not have
been careless.
The fact remains that a citizen, at a
time and place where good citizens had a right to be,
was run down and his life crushed out. If a man s
house were Bet on Are, whether by culpable careless,
ness or from any cause, by another, we should recog.
nlze responsibility for property destroyed. Hut you may
take his life a score at a time by a railroad, or singly
bv an automobile and nothing more Is thought or
done about It. There seems to be no deep and Insistent
feeling In so many instances that the law has any
charge or responsibility for human life. We consider
the taking of life, as the Detroit paper says, not in any
relation to society as a whole, but In relation to the in
dividual who has done the slaying. But we seem even
to go further than this. Where it Is apparent that It
Any senpe
"wasn't meant," w'e do absolutely nothing.
of society, or that the law has any lights or obligation
Indianapolis
to be dormant.
In the premises, seems
News-Tribun-

Business Manager.

.

DIRECTORY FOR THE CITY.

hoen announcing tn
of publishing
Intention
Its
All.uqu.niu.the ponj.le of
unoth.-- r number in Its series of city directories, the time
bring now ripe, In Its estimation, for this Important step.
Kver since Its occupancy of the afternoon Held In Albuquerque, The Citizen has met the growing demand of
Interthe city by the publication of directories at such
vals as the city's needs In this line seemed to demand.
Aa that demand Is once more apparent, The Citizen
Publishing Co. has completed Its arrangements for th.)
new Issue, and on Monday will put Into the field a larfc?
and competent corps of assistants to make a thoroughof
and exact collection of the data, on the correctness
which the value of a directory depends. This paper
therefore takes this opportunity to request all upon
vhom they shall call to give them the fullest information they may request.
It Is the purpose of The Citizen Publish company not only to make the new Issue absolutely satisfactory to users here at home, but also to make It a com-i.let- e
exponent of the city's business and social attain
ments. Its future prospects. Its possibilities as well as Its
certainties. To this end, advertisements will be solicited
Illustrations will be used, and all the Industries which So
to make up the city will be featured. Schools, churches
societies, lodges, professions, occupations, trades every
component part of the city's life will be epitomized and
brought fully Into view, thus making a directory wnieri
will vastly benefit the city and be one of which the. city
may Justly be proud.
The work will be pushed with all the rapidity consistent with thoroughness and excellence.

For sonic days The Cntlwn has
-

es

News-Tribun-

News-Tribun-

PREVENT MINING FRAUDS
The American Mining congress, through Its secre
tary, J. F. Cullbrelh, Jr., Is taking active steps to procure In all the states stringent legislation against fraudusays
lent mine promotion. In a letter to The Citizen, he
that he has already sent a letter to Governor Hager-ma- n
on hl subject, and expects to correspond with tho
members of the New Mexico legislature with regard to
The letter to The Citizen contained
th. .m matter.
the following draft of the law proposed:
An Act to Prohibit the Making or Publishing of Fal e
or Exaggerated Etatements or Publications of o
Cnnoornlm the Affairs. 'Pecuniary Condition or
Property of Any Corporation, Joint Stock Assocla
or Individual, Which Said
Hon,
uiotomenta nr Publications are Intended to Give, or
Khali Have a Tendency to Give, a Iess or Greate.Apparent Value to the Shares, Bonds or Property,
r Anv Part Thereof of Said Corporation, Jolrt
or Individual
Stock Association,
Than the Said Shares, Bonds or Property Shall
Keally and In Fact Possess, and Providing a Penalty
Therefor.
Any person who knowingly makes or
i
Section 1.
publishes In any way whatever, or permits to be so made
or published, any book, prospectus, notice, report, state
ment, exhibit or other publication of or concerning th3
affairs, financial condition or property of any corpora
or Individ
tion. Joint Block association,
ual. which aald book, prospectus,' notice, report, state
ment, exhibit or other publication, shall contain any
statement which is false or wilfully exaggerated or which
im Intended to give, or which shall have a tendency to
Kive. a less or greater apparent value to the shares,
bonds or property of said corporation, Joint stock associor individual, or any part of said
ation,
hares, bonds or property, then said shares, bonds or
isroperty or any part thereof, shall really and in fact
possesses, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon
conviction thereof shaH be Imprisoned for not more than
ten years or fined not more than ten thousand dollar
or shall suffer both such fine and Imprisonment.
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts in conflict with
this act are hereby repealed.
Section 3. In the opinion of the general assembly
an emergency exists; therefore this act shall take effect
and be in force from and after its passage.
There is no doubt that New Mexico has great mln-In- g
resources, that these resources need development,
that fraudulent mine promotion has greatly injured the
mining prospects of the territory in the past, and that
m part of the country Is more deeply interested in tha
.
The Citizen
legislation proposed than is New Mexico.
wishes this wise movement on the part of the American
Mining congress the very largest measure of success.
This paper especially com mends the congress for appealing to the legislatures of the territories to do this, which
lies within their power. Instead of running to the national congress to have it done for us.
-

DISASTERS IN JAMAICA
The following summary of Jamaican disasters is of

interest in connection with the destruction of Kingston,
the capital of that Island, by earthquake on the 13th of
the present month:
June 2, 16!t:! The whole Island was shaken by an
earthquake.
1722, 1734, 1751
Destructive hurricanes.
October. 1815 The whole island deluged; hundreds
of homes washed into the sea; hundreds of vesscli
wrecked; more than 1.000 persons killed.
1850 Epidemic of cholera carried oft about 50,000
persons.
October 18, X2 Port Antonio destroyed by tire.
October 27 to 3". s t J Destructive Hoods, with
great loss of life.
May, 1S02
Volcanic dust falls in great clouds ovrr
island from St. Vincent.
August 10. S03 Great hurricanes destroyed crop-August 10, SOS Port Antonio in ruins from tire.
1
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The beet suKar industry is certainly making great
in this country for at the present time we have
3xty-rou- r
operating in the I lilted States, says
the Field and Farm. Of these, seventeen are in Michi
Kan, fifteen In Colorado, eight in California, live in Utah,
(our In Idaho, four In Wisconsin, two in Nebraska, and
one In each of the following states: Illinois, Kansas,
Minnesota, Molilalia. New York, Oregon and Washing
ton. This shows a healthy growth of the industry,
which did not become fully established until the season
of 100, with an output of not over 76.UIMI tons of sugar
The estimated production this year is 4C3.000 tons. This
will exceed by over 100,000 tons the production of cane
sugar In the United States, if we exclude that manufactured In Hawaii and Porto Rico. We are still manufacturing let-- than half of all the sugar we use even
including the amount brought in from our new island
territory. The siit.ir beet area could be doubled without danger of causing unprotitubly low price. With
continued in. reuse in population will come a larger
consumptive dciuuiid mj that it will be many years beS i.l
fore the beet Miliar proposition can be over-don- e
Joan Index.

strides

News.
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WONDERFUL CHANGES IN
THE LIFE OF ONE WOMAN

XO0XXXXX0XXXXXXXC0XXXXXX"i
The Sun the other day published a most interesting
and instructive article on the occasion of the birthday
at the extraor
of a Baltimore lady who has arrived
dinary age of 103 years. Mrs. Este s life has spanned
the century which has seen the development of all the
great agencies and appliances of modern civilization.
and marvelous changes in the condition of mankind.
She was born the year thut Ohio was admitted Into the
She
union, and the year of the Louisiana purchase.
has seen an increase of nearly 80,000,000 souls in the
The year she was
noinilailon of the United States.
born the entire population of this country was less than
that of the two cities of New York and Chicago at this
Washington had been dead but four years at the
time.
time of her birth, and the third president was In the
midst of his first term. She could have been a passenger
when she was four years old ou the first successful
steamer, that of Fulton, on Its tirst trip up me iiuuson,
and she had reached the age of 16 years before the first
steamer crossed the Atlantic. She was more than 22
years of age before oil and candles for lighting build
ings and streets in the largest American city gave way
to gas. She was 27 years old when the first passenger
train In the world on a steam railroad started between
Manchester and Liverpool. She had passed forty years
when the first telegraphic message was sent. For many
venrs of her life there was not an Iron plow In all the
world, and in her early womanhood the tinder box
was still used for starting fires. In the first years of her
life the vast country west of the Mississippi was an unbroken and unexplored wilderness, inhabited by Indian
irii, uhrt i.u.i never seen a. white face and by herds of
innumerable buffaloes. She was three years old when
Clark and Lewis returned with the news or me
of the mouth of the Columbia river.
lHirlng this one life the whole face of this country
has changed. Forests have disappeared,, roads and railroads have taken the place of trails, cities and towns
have grown up. The great city of Chicago, with more
than 2,000.000 people, has grown up since Mrs. Este had
grown to womanhood.
In the 103 years that have elapsed since this lady
was born the political and physical changes In Europe
have-beeas striking as they have in this country. In
1803 Sir Arthur Wellesley. afterward Duke of Welling
ton, was beginning to distinguish himself in India.
In
the Intervening years the boundaries of nearly every
country have been readjusted, ;uid the present British
and German empires have grown up, and a dozen or
more American republics have been formed. Mrs. Este
was 12 years old the year of the battle of Waterloo, and
she has lived during the terms of every president f the
United States but two. Baltimore Sun.

Elsewhere in tills Issue The titiz n republishes from
The Silver City Enterprise a showing of how the reform" government down in Grant county Is carrying ou:
n
The atiiiit; I"
promises and platform.
Its
an excellent piece of English, full of quiet, biting sarcasm
The Citizen would, however,
and will well pay perusal.
caution its readers not to think that the Enterprise fol
got Itself and really was talking about Albuquerque.
ante-electio-

i.l
Speaking of trusts, a nieineber of congress
They remind Ine in their cupidity of a boy I onee kn.v
This boy's mother ran Into the nursery one afleruo n an, I
'Jimmy, what's Hie matter with your litt
Mtid:
brother?" He's crvliiK." tile boy answered, "because 1
am eating my stick of cundy and won't give him any
Is his own candy finished?" "Yes. ma'am, anil he crk l
while I was eating that, too.'
-a
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$ PROSPECTS OF DEMOCRATIC
SUCCESS AS THEY SEE IT
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FRIDAY, JAXVARY IS,

r.

I

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS
Kegular meeting of John A. login
circle, Ladies of the O. A. It., tomorrow (Saturday) night, at 7:30 o'clock,
at I. O. O. F. hall.
There will be"aregular meeting of
Adah chapter N6. 5, O. K. 8., this
evening, at 7:30 o'clock. By order of
worthy matron, Laura Fluke, sec

pHai

retary.

0 Gray, of Carls
Rev. E. McQueen
bad, N. M., is In the city, en route
to Santa Fe. Itev. Gray will offi
ciate at St. John's Episcopal church
on Sunday, January 20, at both
morning and evening services.
The Woman's"liome and Foreign
Missionary society of the Presbyterian
church, held their regular meeting
this afternoon at the residence of
Mrs. Wolklng, 503 West Roma avenue.
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A NEW DIRECTORY

TO BE ISSUED

SOON

To The Evening Citizen.
I am .!cased to learn that you in
tend handling the city directory this
year. The last one gotten out In this
city was simply disgraceful, and
actually injured the business inter
ests of the city. It was incomplete
and misleading In every Imlginable

in Albuquerque
See Ours

3

way.
As a business man, I believe direc
tory advertising pays, not only di
rectly but Indirectly, as a well filled
directory means a live city. When a
directory falls to carry with It that

air of prosperity only possible when
a directory is a full representation
of the business Interests and Inhabi
tants of the city, it Is worse than
nothing, and the last one, gotton out
by some floater brought here for the
purpose, worked great injury. I am
told that a printing establishment in
this city got all the money, and that
the canvasser gave that aa an excuse for his failure to- do the work
properly.
Please push your Intention of getting out a directory, and let us get
rid of the old one as soon as possible. It is too Incomplete to be useful, nnd only serves as a basis of unfavorable comment by visitors.
A BUSINESS MAN.
INVENTIONS OF GUKAT
IXTKItKST TO SlltGEONS
London, Jan. 18. Before the Koy-College of Surgeons today Professor Stephane Ueduc of Paris, explained two new inventions of great interest to surgeons. He illustrated the
method which he discovered for administering drugs by electricity the
scientific name of which Is ionlsatlon.
To prove his theory he shaved the
back of a rabbit and put a compress
of sulphite of strychnine on It. This
no
violent poison did the animal
harm, but Immedltely after the passing of an electric current the rabbit died, the current having Introduced the poison Into his system.
The professor considers the systems
should prove extremely useful In the
curing of rheumatism, sclataca. loco
motor ataxia, and paralysis. He also
showed an experiment with electricHe put a rabity aa an anaesthetic.
bit to sleep by means of the electric
current, under the iniluence of which
the animals limbs could be cut ort
without feeling pain. He kept the
animal asleeo for ten minutes then
stopped the current and It opened Us
eyes and sat up. Proressor i.euuc
will
considers the new anaesthetic
replace chloroform and ether, and is
of immense Importance lo meaicai
science.
XKW
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IN CONFI'.KI'.Nt'i:
Ark., Jan. 18. There
ui
was a full attendance m uirmm-the annual . convention of Arkansas
today.
travelers In the Hotel Marion
In his annual address Mr. Spivey, the
tiresldent. said it gave him great
oleaiure to Irenort thai all along
the line everything was going on sat
were
members
New
Isfactoiily.
coming in rapidly, ana me enuow- ment nlaii was succeeding so wenI mil
everv HI. nllcation for membershin embodied an endowment policy
There will be a banquet tonight.
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T. C. NEAD, Treisorer

SOLOMON LUNA,

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Preildent
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The closing tneeUng of the evangelistic services which have been In
progress at the First Presbyterian
church this week will take place this
evening. The meetings have been
well attended) and It is hoped that
the final one will be the most successful of all. Strangers are cordially Invited, and It Is especially
hoped taht a large attendance of
children wll be secured as the service
this evening will be devoted to the
young.

FAVORS
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O

The following oilicers of Excelsior
lodge No. 1, Degree of Honor, were
Installed Wednesday night:
P. C. of H. Mary Shuffelbarger.
C. of H.
Lola Stowell.
I .of II.
Kate Gatlln.
C. of C.
Elsie Schroeder.
Recorder Etta B. Allison.
Financier Rachel J. Johnson.
Receiver Catherine Harsch.
Usher Bertha Stowell.
I. W. Andrew Wernlng.
O. W.
J. H. Shuffelbarg. r.

FURNITURE

H. STRONG

GSfcl

3

07.

Hock.

he American people instinclivelv know that It Is
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WAL
unsafe to leave the country in the hands of a single set TON'S
DRUG STORE.
of politicians for too long a period. This feeling led to
o
It ANC ll EGGS.
the election of Tilden in Is76. ami there is not a fairFor fresh eggs, one or two days old
minded student in the country who does not believe that
iiinek 102. J. T. Haiger, 12th
r,i..,
the plight of national affairs would be denlorable nowstreet and Mountain road.
had not republican ascendancy been broken by the two
administrations of Mr. Cleveland.
Patronize the "New Home" Bak
Everything encourages democrats for the contest of ery, 213 West Itailroad avenue.
llnis.
Remarkable as is Col. Bryan's personal follow
ing, it begins to appear that they can win with or with
out him. The Standard Oil trust, the great railway
companies, which have been detected in violating the
rebate laws, or in criminal alliance with coal mine op
erators, the thieving Insurance
managements
which
have been exposed, and nearly all the
"preda
tory corporations." are under republican management
and the people cannot shut heir eyes to the fact that
the abuses from which they suffer are actually practiced
bv republicans.
magnates
Perhaps the corporation
would have been no more lr(unus had they been democrats, but, as u rule, they are not democrats, and the
disposition Is, and will be, lo break up the proved partnership between republican politicians and republican
capitalists.
The lime is not one demanding resort to radicalism.
Tile surest way to democratic success is through the
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
democratic principles. So far as we have observed. Col. Bryan's government ownership views have
elicited the approval of not one political leader of naNEAR GOLD AMD fKVKMTM
tional promleiice ill either party. Charleston News and
AUTO, MONK NO, 90S)
Courier.
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MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF
All Goods Are New And
Stylish.
PrlcmtCut for

Rtof Thin Month

Boy's fine overcoats. ... $ 2.J5
$25 Men's overcoats
$11.50
$20 Men's suits, good as
made
$12.50
$14 business suits for . . . .$ 8.75
Elegant Ladies fur for
$ 4.75

E. M AH

ARAN

S07 W Railroad Mv.

Cnu. Mellnl, gsxgetary

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President

O. Bachechl, Treaamrer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELINI . EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK OKALKR IN

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wa

$6

kaap avarythlnq In Hook to outfit tho
most fastidious bar eomplota

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwest for Joe. t.
SchllU, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, UOuls Hunter, T.J. Mom
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from the best V!nerles,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Priee List,
Issued to dealers only.

Opera House Roller Rink

Humphrey

LADIES ADMITTED FREE

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with .

Half of

it

Simple,

Cheap,
Economical.

hw.i
('
W

Sessions

The Albuquerque
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Gas, Electric Light

if .C'.'.'--

and Power Go.

to 12, 2.30 to S 30 and 7.30 lo
. . .
10.30 P. M.
. . .
Good Music and no charge for instruction.
10

Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Phone Red 08

3

(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

"1

Cosctdcd today to b the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...
i
music co.

Ji J

ni'rs-soiN-

(Established 1882.)
Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan.
116 South Second street.

A. D. Johnson

I

Mi

Nef
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

THEY ALWAYS GO TOGETHER

a happy purse and a

good, nourishing
loaf of Balling s delicious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse Buffer.
U is more economical than baking at
home, and you get palatable
and
wholesome eating without cooking at
ess cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our Butter Cream. It Is
a in- al for the Gods.

PIONEER BAKERY,
BOUTH

sll THIS MOKMMi
LKITIIK,
iti sn tom atoi:k, .iu:i:' mil l,
I

I

Kl

CAI.II'OIIMA
I

riRBT BTRCKT.
lll-:.- l

t'l t iAiiii:its, ti:i.i:itv, iwksi.kyAMI AMi tiii: wi'ivi: VF.UKTAlil.F.S.
Till: .MOVUM'll tilHX'EltV CO.

J. F. PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.

oooooooo
The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Piop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue
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U
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc,

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

MOooooooioMaM'aMiciiiia
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PROPOSED AUTO LINE

M1ERA DDES

NOTSUPT . STERLING

EVENING
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The Fulton Folding

PUT UP TO ROSVVELL

Go-Ca- rt

Here I a folding
with
more strong and practical points
on the market.
thnn nny
Every feature was designed
to
meet the particular requirements
of mothers for the health and
comfort of their children. Among
the most attractive features of
rt
are
the Fulton folding
the following: Its pretty and
graceful lines. Its beautiful piano
finish, the flexible swinging seat
which prevents all Jolt or Jar to
the bnby, the back of the leather
seat can be Instantly changed
from a sitting to a reclining position, making a most comfortable
renting place for a sleeping child,
It being so shaped as to perfectly
fit the body of any child. It can
be folded In five seconds time so
It will fit a trunk, go In a suit
case or can be carried In the
hand. See them at
go-ca- rt

F

CATRON

ARRIVED LAST

PEARS AT IAS

NIGHT

VEGAS

WILL BE HERE

go-en- rt

How Much Bonus Does Com-

pany Want to Extend
Its Line?

MIEST

SUNDAY

go-ca-

STOCKAKD'S REPORT TUESDAY
Commercial Club Directors Want
Figures Before Taking StepsJ
to Organize Company.

Like to See the Will Meet Members of Board Attempts to Secure Posses"Old Gentleman" Around
and Local Teachers
sion of 15 Year Old DaughAs a Visitor.
Today.
ter of Mrs. Gray.

He Would

n
Hon. E. A. Mera, the
general merchant, stock raiser and
republican
politician of Sandoval
county, came In from his home nt
Cuba, In the
Naclmlento country,
yesterday.
This morning the gentleman, in
company with Emllluno Sandoval,
made a pleasant call at The Evening
Cltlsen office, and In tho course f
his conversation relative to the Catron contest, Mr. Miera stated "th-i- t
he would have no trouble In taklns
his seat as territorial legislative
councilman from the counties of
Santa Fc and Sandoval, and that he
wasn't losing any sleep ovrr the contest."
When informed that Mr. Catron
was on the sick list, Mr. Miera also
stated "that he regretted the present
Illness of the old gentleman, but
hoped that he would rally In a few
days, as a legislature without the occasional presence of the 'gentleman
of Santa Fe county' as a visitor,
would be no legislature at all."
Councilman-elec- t
Miera was a
passenger for Santa Fe on the delayed No. ! passenger
train
this
morning.
well-know-

Directors of the fommercinl club
met yesterday to take up matters of
the proposed establishment
of an
automobile service between Albuquerque, Koswell and Torrance and the
result of their deliberations may be
summed up In a single question: How
much bonus do the Roswell people
want from Albuquerque to establish
an extension of the line Into the Duke
city from Torrance. Should they
name a flKure agreeable to the men
Who have the mutter In charge here,
.len the Inducement will be raised.
In the event the automobile line Is
not established by the Roswell parties
a proposition to organize a stock
company for its construction
and
maintenance will be considered by the
board.
Another meeting will be held on
Thursday evening when It Is thought
J. W. Stockard, mayor of Hoswell,
who Is here In the Interest of the
proposition, will have a report to
make from the Hoswell people In
regard to the bonus they desire from
Albuquerque ns an Inducement for
them to extend the line.
Mr. Stin kard' l"rMltloii.
Mr. Stockard, who Is president and

manager
of the Hoswell-Torranc- e
Automobile line, has made a proposition to the club offering to contribute his experience in the construction
of the line from Albuquerque to Torrance and become the owner of the
care to
stock should Albuquprque
take up the matter and contribute
toward the first cost of building the
e
line. He declares the
line has been a paying proposition since its Inception. He says he
has found a most feasible route from
Albuquerque to Torrance which will
make the entire trip from Albuquerque to Roswell 228 miles, the distance
from Albuquerque to Torrance and
then to Hoswell being 118 and 110
miles each respectively. The trip
from here to Hoswell
would be
shortened thirty-si- x
hours. The estimated cost of establishing a road
for fast automobile travel between
here and Torrance has been estimated to cost In the neighborhood of
which would Include the building of several bridges.
Hoswell-Tor-ranc-

$4,-00- 0,

ASSAULTED

CONDUCTOR

ON CROWDED STREET CAR
'

1'OI.HK W1I,1. SKItVK SWOItX
COMPLAINTS ON ai.i.i:.i:i
"BULLIES."
As the result of a misunderstanding on a railroad avenue car last
night which was loaded with ladies
and young girls going to the basket
ball game at the Casino, Conductor
T. B. Thomas was assaulted by an
unknown man and struck several
times.
"Snapper" Hale, a companion of
the unknown man amused himself
the while by boisterous language,
to the alarm
dismuch
and
gust of the passengers
Complaints
were sworn out before Judge Crawford this morning charging Hale with
violation of a city ordinance against
the use of profane language in public places and "John Hoe" with assault and battery. A good description of the latter Is in the possession
of the police and he will likely be
rounded up before this evening.
According to Conductor Thomas'
version of the trouble, he asked Hale
and his companion, who stood in the
car ulsle, to stand aside so that he
could pass. This they refused to do
and when the car was between Third
and Fourth streets the unknown man
struck him In the face. He ordered both off and upon their refusal
to leave the car signalled the motor-ina- n
to back up so that he could get
a policeman to put them off. They
left the car then and disappeared.
Later Chief McMillln picked up
Murray Gwinn, a painter who answers the description furnished by
the conductor as the man who assaulted him. Cwinn was released on
a cash bond to appear before Judge
Crawford In police court at four
o'clock this afternoon when he and
Hale will be tried. He refused to
discuss the case.

ASLEEP

IN

CITY

BUNG,

RUN IN

kIiii:i

TWO
1'iaiX,
I'SV
DRINKS
Tin; M(.ls-TKTTHIS MOItl(..

'(H

BIG CROWD SEES
DEFEAT

I

AT BASKET BALI

CAITllti: JMK FROM
meadow CITY iih;ii SCHOOL

VARSITY

SCORE 15 TO 5.
largest crowd that ever witnessed a basket ball game in Albu
querque saw the varsity maids again
defeat the Las Vegas High school and
while there was no scarcity of wild
plays and fouls, the game was highly Interesting from start to finish.
It
was an exemplification of that base
ball saw that the game is never over
over until the last minute of play
expires. The rather uneven score uid
not indicate this, but the big brace
did that the young ladles from the
Meadow City took in the last half.
With the score 11 to 2 against them
at the end of. the first half they succeeded in holding down their
op
ponents to 4 more points and scor
ing 3, so the game ended With 15
to 5 duly recorded on the tally sheet.
There was plenty of enthusiasm
and rooting. So much that the
Meadow City girls were perhaps not
quite .as much at their, ease aa they
might have been under different circumstances.
Roth teams were rather weak on
throwing goals, the high school girls
especially, missing many opportuni
ties to Increase the score for their
side. Fourteen fouls were called on
the varsity, while the visitors were
penalized for thirteen, of this number the varsity disallowed five for
the visitors while the latter throw-ou- t
three of the varsity's.
Honors for brilliant playing were
rather evenly divided. Miss Mary
Coors. captain, did excellent work
for the visiting team despite her
lame ankle, sprained at practice yesterday. She made three of the five
points for her team.
Miss
Helen
Schaefer making the other two. For
the varsity Miss Edle was the best
player. She made the highest score
of the evening, seven points. Vegas
was penalized two points in the tlrst
half for fouling a varsity player.
After the game there was dancing.
The Ellis orchestra had been
engaged for the occasion and the
dance music was excellent, although
it was rather difficult to hear In the
opposite end of the hall from the recesses of the rather poorly arranged
orchestra pit at the Casino, which
appears to stitle the sound. The
was
crowded floor
another Item
which affected the travel of sound
waves, too, perhaps.
At 11:15 the visitors left the hall
to adjourn down town
where a
spread awaited them, this matter
having been arranged by the varsity
reception and entertainment committee. The team and chaperones left
Albuquerque for Vegas this afternoon
on delayed No. 2.
Basket Itall
Following is the schedule for oilier
basket ball games in the near future:
Ciirls team M. & A. college vs.
Varsity girls at Albuquerque, Jan. 25.
(Championship game.)
Varsity boys team vs. Iis Vegas V.
M. C. A., at ljis Vegas Jan. 25.
boys
M. & A. college
team vs.
Varsity boys at Mesilla Park Febru
ary 1. (Championship game. I
The

YOUNG

K

Four strapping Americans who appeared to be laboring men - were in
search of a bed last night.
Evidently they diil not have tiie price.
Anyway, the trio went to slfep in
the city building where they were
later escorted to rooms In the hotel
de Trouble.
This morning at the
regular session of police court the
Judge let them go upon promise that
they would leave town Immediately,
one of the men said he was en
route to Winslow, Arizona.
Reuben Alteinus promptly responded "iiullty!" when the court inquired if he hail been inebriated last evening and was as promptly tine, the
usual amount which lie will probably liquidate.
Jose Liverus, the old Mexico native
who last evening was found by Patrolman lllghbargaln In a bewildered
condition owing to an Intricate tangle
of booze, pigs feet, cookies and
things, was assest-et't or live days.
He w ill probably select I lie latter as
it's cheaper.

VEGAS'

WOMAN

The newly appointed superintendent of public schools for the city of
Albuquerque, W. D. Sterling, arrived
In the city last night accompanied by
his predecessor J. O. Clark, who
boarded the train at Lnmy and came
to Albuquerque for the purpose of Introducing the new superintendent .
Mr. Sterling Is a gentleman of good
presence and brond attainments.
He
has given many years to the work of
school teaching and organization and
was chosen by the board of education
here only after thorough Investigation. He came here directly from
Lancing, Michigan, where he has held
a similar position with nearly
100
teachers under his charge. Mr, Sterling will today be Introduced to the
members of the board and the local
teachers.
The Evening Citizen extends to the new superintendent
a
hearty welcome and wishes him success in the Important office
he Is
about to assume.

M

Al'RlNO, PKOIt KI.V

VIC-

of circumstances,
arrested ry poi.ici-:-

tim

'.

Mary Maurino, daughter of
Mauriuo, a stone cutter who formerly
lived In Albuquerque with his family,
but who left here for El Paso two
years ago and has not since returned,
is lodged In the
county jail
pending an examination as to her
sanity.
The case will probably be
taken up by the district court as soon
as Judge Abbott returns from Santa
Fe.

-

1

tov

vac.

Ton

ALBERT FABER'Q
308-31- 0

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

Building

ll

REPORT OF, THE CONDITION

The iBank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

g:

At the close of business January 7, 1907

7T

anti-kamn-

-

RESOURCES
Loans and discounts
Furniture and Fixtures....
Heal Estate
Cash
Due from other Flanks

s:

u;i

$1,005,430.28
5.038.95
13,421.97

117.40.2t

3(7,605.33

II, 508,963.79

grief-strick-

IwIAUILITIES

-

Capital raid Up
.Surplus and Profits
Deposits

('....

$

150,000.00
69,044.21
1,299,919.68

$1,508.9(3.79

--

..............

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I. W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
utatement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLE R,
V. P. & Cash.

l--

Subscrld and sworn to before me this 8th day of
January, A. V. 1907.
R. M. M ERR ITT,
Notary Public.

Zu-Z-

DIRECTORS.
SOLOMON

LUNA,

J. C. BALDRIDOK.

W. J. JOHNSON.

j

;

$4,011 fi

5.25.

We occupy two large
store rooms with a
complete line of

Chicago IJvestock.
Chicago, Jan. 18. Cattle receipts
3.IIH0.
Reeves $4.15(4.70; cows and
and
heifers $ 1.60 (it 5.30; stockers
feeders $2.50 U 4.50; Texans $3.75 Si)
4.50; calves $6.00 &i 8.25.
7,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
steady. Sheep $3.50 fif 5.75 ; lambs

m

if

.

3

STAPLE & FANCY
ERIES.
MEATS,

$4.6101 7.75.

Produce Market.
(iiieairo.
18.
Jan.
Wheat.
corn, May
. July
76li
oats. May
iu45. July
341i35; pork. May $16.47,
i45,
$16.06; lard, May $9.42
$9.47; libs, May $9.10, July
(a 22"j.

44;

76;

37,

Mav
44

July
July
July

3

$9.20

on
York, Jan. 18. Money
prime mercantile
call, easy Sty
paper 6 ii 6 .

3;

.

Sxiti'r Market.

New

York.

Jan.

18.

POULTRY,

ETC

L0MM0RI&

MAUEUCCI

I.OAN

French Bakery

Spelter firm

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

11III.D1NO

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

ASSOCIATION.

Rullding and
The
Loan Association of Albuquerque, Ihs
pioneer association of the southwest,
has rounded out nineteen full years
of successful business life, producing
to its
results highly remunerative
stockholders, large and small alike.
It has paid back to stockholders
more than half a million dollars. Is
distinctively a homo institution, governed by the stockholders, anions
whom are some of Albuquerque ,i
best business men.
A new series has Just been placed
payable $1.00 per share per
011 sale,
mouth, commencing with the present month.
If you are interested in putting
your savings where they will eat'i
something, or would like to own your
home, instead of forever paying rent,
let the secretary fell you about the

She was found by Night Marshal
Kennedy in a room above u liquor,
store. When she was apprehended
.he showed a disposition to resist and
It was necessary to place handcuffs
upon her.
Mary Maurino is ubout IS years
old. She has a bad reputation.
Her
Oltii-croom j). N. T. A1111IJ0 buil
mother und the other children li
Copper avenue.
The young woman Is said to have a penchant for
OHAM.ES, liAXANAS,
t.UAI'i:.
pilfering things.
Her character
Fit I IT. I'INEAl'I'I.ES, AI'i'l.ES OF
will
be a paiih meeting in
There
the police bay.
i:w
the vestry room of St. John's EpiscoShe Is alleged to have been brutally am. kin us,
pal church Monday evening, Jan. 21 treated by her father. She has not YOHK liAI.DWINS, AT THE MON- at 7:30 o'clock. Mutters of Importance been at home for several weeks and Alltil.
will lie discus-M-and a large atten- the arrest was made at the wilu
We do it ngbt. ROUGH DRY. Im
of her mother.
dant is desired.
perial Laundry Co.
,

ici.rii;

Th
duties

telephone
lighter,

makes

the

the cares

less,

and the worrlss fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Ths telephone preserve ysaw
health, prolongs your Ufa sjmI
protects your horns.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Alvarado,

. .

$6.7(1.

AND

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Souvenir
Crockery
views or

REMOVAL

Money Market.

at

and SALT

FRESH

Prompt delivery lo all parla
of Ibe city.

(

67.

New

GROC-

Best Lucca Olive Oil a
Specialty.

Metal Market.
New York, Jan. 18. Lead market
steady $6.00 ft 6.25; copper firm $24.00
'n 25.00; sliver

THE
MARY

Albuquerque.

A rather sensational attempt was
Mr. Chun. D. Hurrey, International
made yesterday at Las Vegas by an student secretary of the Young Men's
...
going under the name of Christian
.
m.i...
.
nlallnn
"
" in, Iin- iiuW III
Haddox, to kidnap the
Las Cruecs, encouraging the associ
daughter of Mrs. Jane Gray, pro- ation recently rormed at the Agriculprietress of the Chill restaurant at tural college, will be In Albuquerqu
According to the pub- tomorrow and Sunday.
that place.
He will enlished reports Haddox appeared yes- deavor to awaken an interest In the
terday morning at the place of busi- work among the student body of the
ness of Mrs. Gray and asked to see university.
the daughter, falllnlg In which h:
On Sunday evening next he will
made an effort through Louise Crls- - have charge of the services ut th
well, a waitress at the Merchants' Presbyterian church. All students of
cafe, to secure possession of tho the university are Invited to attend.
child.
Haddox told Miss Crlswcll anu an interested In the organization
that he was the father of the girl anl of a Young Men's Christian associathat he proposed at any expense to tion In our cltv. nlso.
recover her from Mrs. Gray, after
The International
secretaries nrn
which he planned placing her in a all picked men of education and exconvent In California.
perience, who know how to talk In
Miss Crls-weimmediately communicated tho terestingly and Instructively to larg'
Information to Mrs. Gray, who pro- audiences.
cured the arrest of the Intending kidnaper, w ho was taken before J inline
Pope oil a charge of disorderly .con- BERTHA HANSON'S SODY
duct and fined J 10.
When last heard from he was still
IS NOW AT REST
threatening to take the child from
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Mrs. Gray, who, with the aid
of
friends has turned her place into an
arsenal and declares that she wi',1 l'UNERAL SERVICES OVER Till
The following quotations were re- meet
YOVN
SUICIDE AT LAS VEtJAS
ceived by F. Uraf & Co.. brokers, part any offensive movement on the
HER VN TIM ELY END RE-- li
of Haddox with a
welover their own private wires from
RETTED MY ALU
come.
New York, room 37, Rarnett Rulld-inThe Grays are recent arrivals In
Funeral
services were held vester.
Las Vegas Snd little Is known about
them except that they hail from day afternoon at the residence of Mr.
New York SUH'ks.
T.
W.
Haywood,
in 1ms Vegas, over
Colorado. Mrs. Gray, though admitMay Wheat
$;
ting that she has had letters from the remains of the young suicide,
May Corn
Miss
44
Pertha Hanson, whose pitiful
Haddox regarding the custody of the
May Cotton
955
child, says that the father died thir- ueatn, rrom an excessive dose of
Amn Sugar
131
powders, has been fully deteen years ago and that all the alleAmal Copper
scribed In previous Issues of The
...112
gations
of
regarding
Haddox
it
are
Amn Smelters
147V4 false. The close
Citizen.
resemblance of the Evening
Amn Car Foundry
42
Rev. II. Van Valkenburc nfll1l.1ff.1l
to Mrs. Gray leaves no room fo;
child
Atchison Com
103
following gentlemen acted
and
tho
doubt that she Is the mother.
Anaconda
as
276
F. II. Maxwell, J. A
dl Shot.
irts Himself
!! & o
Tack, II. R. Whltlock, James Russe'l
ItFrom parties arriving from I.us William Springer and James Mc- T
77 4
Vegas The CltlKeu learns that followCanadian Pac
188
Schooler.
Only the near relatives
ing up the attempt made yesterday and friends of the deceased attended
Colo Fuel
52
to kidnap the beautiful 15 and there was no vulgar attempt on
C. (J. W. Com
16i afternoon
year-ol- d
C. N. W
daughter or Mrs. Mary Grav, the part of the public at larire to in
187
who recently arrived In Las Vegas trude itself upon the
Erie Com
38
L. & N
from Pueblo, Colo., the man wh.i family at a time when its cup of sorHO
gave the name of Haddox was shit row was recognized to be overflowing.
Mo. Pac
86
at 4 o'clocok this morning, after he Solemnity mixed with deen svmnath.Mexican Cell
24
hud forced an entrance to the room and u. general feeling of regret over
Nat Lead
71
where the mother was keeping guard the untimely end of the vounar on
Northern Pac
150
N. V.
her daughter.
Haddox, accomfortunate pervaded the occasion and
..128K over
panied by three other men, forced th.
Norfolk"
R9
Itself In the comments of
.
lock of the outside door and stolj the entire community. Interment fol
& W
45
quietly to the Inside room, n here lowing the services was made In the
Penna
134
the mother, with a 4 5 calibre revol- -' Masonic cemetery at Ijis Vegas.
:
Ueadiug Com
129
., 26 ver in her hand, was lying beside her open
It. I. Com
daughter.
till Tuesday, 6 p. m., the 221
St. Paul
146
She shot and the man ran. leaving for everybody, the following kinds of
28
Southern Ry
4
a trail of blood. The other men' scatInner Seal lkjj. Crackers at
. 1)3
Southern Pac
8
tered. The amount of blood
PER PK.
Cnion Pac
but
...175
Three pkgs., or uny multiple at one
shown that tho man
IT. S. S. Com
was badly
46
wounded. Mrs. Gray denies that the time, one kind or assorted:
104
Pfd
City Soda, Faust Oyster, Social
man is the girl's father, as he say,
30
Greene
but admits that she knows who sent Tea, 5 O'clock Tea. Fig Newton
23
Shannon
him there and why an effort Is being Grahum, Frotana, Rutter Thin. ZwieC. & A
180
'
back, Cracker Meal, Small Nabisco
made to capture the girl.
6
Santa F Cop
Mrs. Gray gave, warning
In
65
th Warers.
old Dominion
Large Nabisco Wafers, 20c box.
court that she would shoot the man if
Cop Range
94
6 for
Rlscult und
he attempted
to enter her house
N'lpiHsing
13
25c.
again.
113
North Butte
Uorona Soda or Oyster Crackers
37
Hutte Coal
by the box. about 22 lbs. each net,
IM'SCII SU1UERS A RELAPSE:
Kansas City Live. Stock.
CONDITION CRITICAL. 7'4c per lb.
ALRUQCEKQl'E CASH GROCERY
Kansas City, Jan. 18. Cattle reSt.
18. Adolphus1
Louis.
Jan.
CO.,
ceipts 2,U(i(t, including 200 southerns. Rusch. the brewer,
was
who
attacked
315 Marble Ave.
Market steady, slow. Native steers with pneumonia several weeks
ago,
$4.01191 6. tin; southern
steers $3.256) suffered another relapse and his con-- i
I'HESH CI DICK. JL'KT IN FROM
5.25; southern cows $2.25 it 3.75; na- ditlon today Is again reported grave,
YORK STATE, AT TIIE MONARCH.
tive cows and heifers $2.10(5.00;
stackers
and
feeders $3.4041 4.80;
bulls $3.(0 4i 4.40; calves $3.75 j 7.50;
If Von Want Something (Joed to Eat Go To The
western fed steers $3.75 i 5.75 ; western fed cows $2.50 iff. 4.50.
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
Sheep receipts 3,000, steady. Muttons $4.50(1( 7.50; lambs $6,750-7.60range wethers $ 1.75 f 6.50; fed ewes

JAILED;

HER SANITY QUESTIONED

International Student Secretary Hurrey Will Visit

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

roS.

Borradaile
117 IV.

& Co,

Gold Ave.

Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the Hew Year Willi a Greeting to

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous
of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of diseases
drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not all
pay you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your horns
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to J o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK.business
M. D
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

All.

Jonea and McFull, experienced men Just from the Rell Vernon
Karma Co. Dairy, of Lot Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
One triul
Yours for 1907,
und you are our customer.
TIIE MATTHEW IAIItV CO.
THOMPSON, JONES and McFALL. Proprietors.
Messrs.

J. C. I3ALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, lootg beat, wear the
longeit, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always lo atock. Plaster. Lime. Cement. PaiDt.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MIX.

SHERjIAN-WILLIAM-

Have Your Hand

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how
to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
RKAIIINU, 25 AND 60 CENTS AND IP,
ROOM SS GRAND CENTRAL IIOfKL.

ALBUQUERQUE

VKGK SIX.

"FIGHTING" ED M'COOK IS
FIGHTING HARD AT 74

IHIDAV. JAMMRY Id, lOT. ,

EVENING CITIZEN.

taw reform and proposed legislation
111
be considered. All of the attor- eys belonging to the association who
can possibly do so are urged to at
tend this adjourned meeting.
In the same communication ntten- lon I called to the following new
committee which have Just been ap
pointed by President A. H. Henehan:
Kxecutlve Committee
he president; and secretary. Percy
Wilson, R. t Wade. H. H. Holt.
Committee on Admissions I. S.
aleman. E. V. Chaves. A. It. McMII- en, W. C. Wrigley. H. M. lioiigneriy.
Committee on Uw Ueform Chas.
A.
A.
A. Spies. W. A. Hawkins.
Jones. Paul A. K. Walter, rtoliert C.

RUBBER

PLANT

IN NEW

A LBUQUERQUE

o.

OXK OF TllK

I AMOI S (

HH.

V

IX
1ATTMX
CHICAGO HOSPITAL. TKI.lJ

All
A

GKXKUAI--

STIimiNU

TIMKS

Al

Of

IM.r.OS.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MEXICO

-

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus, $100,000

Special tNirrespnndcnre.
Prof. Wooten Describes Us
Chicago. Jan. ih. run m
lortner.
Product In Letter to
Committee on Legal Education U.
and rheumatlHm anil courage, Oen.
.. Voung. J. M. Hervey. H. M. Tur- INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Kdward M. McCook. perhaps the
the Governor.
most famous of the "Fighting
ier. .1. k. Wharton, n. m. nunspeui,
I
Max Frost. A. A. Freemnn.
in the Chicago Unptlst hos
Committee on Legal Biography J.
pital. After 74 year!". In whlcn na.
In response to an imiuliy relative
O. Fitch. It. K. Twltchell. A. H. Harl- been crowded work Mich a comes
ee. Mark 11. Thompson, F. W. Par
and
to experiments with guayule
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Chicago dispatch,
ami dated January

Hays:

The danger of a railway strike In
the went was eliminated today by the
agreement of the locomotive engineers and the general munagers reproads on
resenting the forty-seve- n
liractlcally all the subjects of contention, the men generully securing 4
generous wage Increase, for which
they waive the demand made for a
shortened work day. The principal
features of the agreement, which
still la to be ratified In a formal wav,
follow:
The abandonment by the men of
day.
the demand for an eight-hou- r
The establishment of a minimum
salary of $4 a day for passenger engineers, a run of 1(0 miles constituting a day.
The reduction of the day for pushei
and helper engineers from twelve tt
ten hours.
A general increase for switching
and yard engineers on the scale of
to $3.75 a day, as compared
$3.5
to $3.20 a
with the old scale of
day.
The only part of the agreement
pendiag Is that relating to freight engineers, the general managers offering a flat Increase of forty cents an
engiee, Instead of submitting to the
"
demand of the men for a general Increase of 10 per cent for all grades
of freight locomotives.
when formally
The agreement,
signed, will affect about 30,000 men
on the railway systems between th-Alleghenies and the Rockies, including all the Chicago and St. Louis
lines, local and through.
The final
proposition, that relating to the compensation of freight engineers, w.is
submitted by the general managers
this morning .the other points having
been settled previously.
The freight
engine men want a 10 per cent increase. Hat. The managers' proposition of an additional forty cents par
engine will amount to practically the
same thing, but the engineers draw-Jn- g
lower wages will have a higher
percentage of Increase.
The general managers net will settle their differences with the tlremen.
lUM'K ISLAND ADOPTS NEW
PIxN FOK KYSTEM OPEItATIOS
The management of the Bock Island has determined to put operating
officials of the company in closer
touch With the people in the way of
Under th
transportation facilities.
new plan, which has been put in fore?
by President B. L. Wlnchell, the divisional plan of organization has been
further concentrated, so that the general superintendents and the division
superintendents will have less mileage to look after, and will be brought
In closer touch with the people along
their respective divisions.
The carrying out of the plan will
add somewhat to the expense of operation, as it will increase the number of division superintendents from
Formerly the
fourteen to nineteen.
division superintendents had an average of 460 miles of road to look after,
and hereafter they will have an average of at least 100 miles less. In addition to the operations over their divisions, the superintendents will alsa
have charge of maintenance, which
on many systems Is delegated to "engineers.
m

m

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION 18 COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

bWijGf

w

4

The Holbrook Argus says: Tom Irwin, formerly In the employ of the
Santa Fe Railway company, and who
for twelve years pulled trains In and
out of Wlnslow, came down from St.
Johns, where he has been visiting
relatives. Mr. Irwin is on his way
to Portland, Colo., where he has a
lucrative position in a cement manufacturing plant.
m

m

Mm

.
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j j j

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

4T
4V

4
4

Whips, Axle Oils

f

nnd all kinds of saddlery supplies.

t4

I

4

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says w hen you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.

f4

;kx.

robt.

f

lkk.

4V

4
4
4

m

i4
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foe-ma-

Imo Tafoya, an Indian of the Santa
Clara pueblo, on complaint of Juan

Territorial

Naranjo, a member of that pueblo,
and his wife, Nannie, an Osage annuitant. Tafoya is charged with having
scandalously stated to the said Nannie that her husband was unfaithful
to her, and thereby interfered in the
private life of the plaintiff and his
wife, from which grave disagreement
between them resulted, and bickerings, quarrels, suspicion and lack of
faith, one towards the other, and
threatened rupture of their marital
relations, contrary to Section 1438,
Compiled Laws of 1897. The hearing
is set for the 26th lust., at Santa Fe.
The law upon which the charge Is
based is an ancient Spanish one, and
is designed for the punishment of
those who carry tales and by gossip
endanger family relations. It has
seldom been Invoked, but If invoked
more would doubtless serve a very
Valuable purpose.

Topics

1

few-day- s

Lay-den-

long-of-we-

-

is

I'lmiKic-ui-

,OI lOge.

i

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
It Would

Bring to Albuquerque Home.
Hard to do housework with an

ach-u-

tack.

RriagH yon hours of misery

ure or at w ork.
If women only knew the

that

Backache

pains come

at

leis-

sick

No.

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
OUGHgand

Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

MAUGEP
VJOOL
with rtaaoa

W. E.

ft Manner.
Flret

Office, 115 North

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

PIL

illuya the itching at om-e-, arts
us a Doulllne. ir!vta InNlant ra
Iff. Dr. Vv ilnumt'indliinl'lleOlnt-mrn- t
In nrPnarcd for Piles and Itch
ing of tho prlvain p:irt. Krery box Is
wurrnnteit.
liv druirirlut. hv mall nu m.
"Mpt of prli-p- . AO cent ami fl.oo. WILLUMS

I

Prop.

CI..

MANUFACTURING

Cleveland.

W

FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON.

A. SLEYSTER

7.

INSURANCE,

NOTARY

TOTI A QRADt
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, atoaja
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, blqieet
and Cigars. Place your orders Ms
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRBTB.

BECKER

Oppoalta the Mantm

Mtitiif MtUtlll

I

t

This is the busiest eason on recoi-for the legal department of all the
railroads. Ocn ral solicitors arc besieged with state and federal suit, in
which answers must be prepared ai:'l
lines of defense drawn up, and in addition, hostile legislation at the various state and territory capituls niu-- t
be carefully watched at this time

n

Depot

RANKIN & CO.

7.

riRB INSURANCE, REAL 1ST A

LOANS.
Automatlo phone 4E1.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo BaUdlna.

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBKOOK Bmo: Prop:
LIVERY AND

BOARDING 8TABLB
8ADDLE H0R8E8 SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties aaw
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John 8w

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

IN9URANCK.

Secretary Mutual Building I is I Us
tion. Office at 117 West RaQraefl

OF THE COLD avenue.
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Is properly warmed. If yours is lacking In aay way, or If you are undecided what Is the best system to in- LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND TRANSstall in a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought aad
changed.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE COT
Standard Plumbing & Healing Go Second Street, between Railroad as4
Copper Avenue.
we

0000

stf

If

I, 1906

Fm

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BWLKN, M. M.

-

COMING. IN OUT

HOTEL

New Management, Niveinber

lo'8

Itaiigcrs of a Cold and How to Avoid
Them.
More fatalities have their origin In
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people more careful as there Is
no danger whatever from a cold when
It is properly treated In the beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
Co., Buffalo,
most prompt and effectual medicine cent. Foster-Mllbur- n
for tho United
in use for this disease. It acts on na- in. i ., sole agents
ture's plan, loosens the cough, re- State.
Remember the name Doan'g and
lieves the lungs, opens the secretlone
iq
and aids nature in restoring the sys- take no other.
tem to a healthy condition. Sold by
Olve us your ROUGH DRY work.
all druggists.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
4
The Citizen Print Shop It S
' where you can get the mott for S
For any d Incase of the Rkin there Is
4 your money. We print every. J nothing better than Chamberlain's
Salve.
thing but greenback and poet- It relieves the itching and
burning Kenxatlon Instantly and soon
4 age stamp. Either phone.
4T
C
Y
S
effects a cure. Hold by all druggists.

at

M.

Dr. Wllllumn' Indian Pile

Mntment will cure Blind,
EC l!leMitiiK
and lushing
It UHorl the tumors,

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Twotild save much needless woe.
I, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Kidney, pill cure sick kid Room Automatic,
Telephone. 174).
neys.
Albuquerque people endorse this:
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Hunins
avenue. Albuquerque (J. H. Smith
deputy sheriff), says: "Every woman
who has had backuche for a month
so severe that every movement she
made hurt and she never knew the
moment but the Bllnhtest ertain on
the muscles of the buck brought a
twinge which could only he described
as excruciattng, Is more than pleased
when she finds a means to at first
oaeek snch attacks and then radical!
ill arose of them. WJien sufferiiiK from
backache I procured Doan'8 Kidney
Fills and they stopped the annoyance.
Since then I have had no necessity to
use Uoan
Kidney 1'IMs ror any other medicine for aclilna across the
wnnii or the- back."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

kidney.

Moat Market
8alt Meat
team Saueage Factory.
IMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Bulldlnf, North Tblrd Strait.

GOeMICO

'OLDS

THIRD STREET

All Kinds of Freeh and

Prle

0NSUMPTI0N

forC

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

WITH

CHiise

from

In Our New Store

ar

KILL the COUGH
AND

the south. At the very inception of
his educational
responsibility
he
voiced sentiments of the highest type
of patriotism which had the effect of
founding a spirit
of peace and
,
.
nas grown as time has
:"""
passed. During the five years that he
presided over the institution over 90
students were enrolled.
It is these
who are asked for the first time to
assemble and make of the centennial
of their great preceptor a living tribute to the most fruitful years of his
life the yeurs in which he builded
for what Is today a united country
north, south, east and west.

Wfeat a Heap of Happinet

J. Korber & Co.

They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

r"-- r
' rrc.icrc,
the duty of every cltien, In the present condition of the country, to do all In his power to aid In the restoration
of peace ami harmony. It Is particularly Incumbent
those
charged with the instruction of the young- to set them anon example
of submission to authority."
From tlen. R. R Lee's letter accept
..xr

"l think it

4

Horace Buchanan, who was confined to the Santa Fe hospital for several weeks and who left the hospital
but a short time ago, has gone to lUTCIIKR'S I mm; CIIF.WS
Las Vegas, N. M., for the winter In
A LITTLF. HOY'S I'ACK.
the hope of further benefiting his
Kdmuud Wheeler, eight years old,
health, says the Topeka State Jour- lies in a dangerous condition, with
nal.
nose gone and mouth and cheek
a
nearly torn off, says a dispatch from
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fo Las Vegas. He went too close to a
engineers recently staked oft the new big brindle dog owned by a butcher,
depot site at Willard, and work will kept chained in the rear, of the escommence of the building at once, tablishment.
The dog continued to
weather permitting.
The depot will lacerate the boy's face until screams
cost $10,000.
brought neighbors.
If he recovers
a
he will be badly marked for life.
1). T. Steward, who has been cashier for the Santa Fe for the past two
years, at San Bernardino, litis been MYSTKRIOIS l . . 1 N ;
promoted to the agency at Bagdad.
Xi:.ll FARMIXtiTON.
In the tlndlng of the body of ManII. O. Brengle, formerly night agent,
has been promoted to fill the vacancy. uel Montoya, a native sheep herder,
twelve miles from Farmington a
,
T. E.
engineer of test, mil
ago, the discovery of a coldhis assistant, William Turnbull, of blooded murder was made. Montoya
San Bernardino, are doing test work had been shot down evidently by an
on the 1226 class of engines at San assassin as there were two bullet
Bernardino.
hides In the body, while his left wrist
hud been shattered by a bullet. The
S. B. Grimxhaw, of the managerial
discovery of the body was made by
department of the .Santa Fe Central his two sons,
who were on their way
here on business for his road.
to Farmington from Durango to visit
their father, when they came upon
Wise Counsel From the South.
his body lying near the main travel"I want to give some valuable ad- ed road. Sheriff Boone Vaughn Is
vice to those who suffer with lame making every effort to apprehend the
back and kidney trouble," says J. R. murderer or murderers, but as yet
Blankenshlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have no
has been found that would
proved to an absolute certainty that leadclue
to the detection of the guilty
Electric Bitters will positively cure parties.
The deceased was in the
this distressing condition.
The first employ of the Chapman and Thompbottle gave me great relief and after son Sheep company
of Ilurango,
taking a few more bottles, I was com- Colorado.
pletely cured: so completely that it
becomes a pleasure to recommend SAT CLARA IMHAX
this great remedy." Sold under guarJIAI.i:i INTO COIRT.
antee by all druggists. Trice 6c.
A warrant for the arrest of (Jeron- -

k.
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You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for ."5.00.

Few Words

A

f4

t

1 1

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

t

as a warrior. At Wash-- !
4 achievements
ington college he consecrated his de- 4 Va.. 1865.
years
cllnlng
to the task of making
Died. Oct. 12. 1S70.
the nation's young men patriotic
4
4 4 4 4 6 44 of
American citizens. He accepted the
an address by a former .northern
n
of
"
ih. r.,llon
of Gen. Lee. Chas. Francis many positions of honor that were
Adams of Boston, a Civil war veter- leimereu nun, reiusing many or greatan nnd a historical writer of note, fol- er emolument.
He chose to throw
lowed with a banquet of the alumni. his lot with the struggling little colLexington will throw open Its homes lege in the valley of Virginia, whose
to house the alumni who will attend. wealth was practically all In historic
The event will be distinctly a rec- associations and which was marked
ognition of Gen. Lee's greatness as for Its poverty in endowment nnd
an educator, which Is overshadowed equipment. And to him ami Washin the public mind by his brilliant ington college Hocked the youth of

u

PRESCRIPTIONS

Avaam

t

4V

r

trt and TUra

f

t

of nine cars stopped here lust night
on its way to Mexico City and other
points in. the republic.
The iruln
S5
carried
tourists from eastern
points and was in charge of Agent E.
I. Dennison.
Before returninir
the
tourists will be taken to the Gram!
Canyon.

Corntr Flrit

WE FILL

V

An excursion train sent out liv the
C.ates Tours company ami consisting

Albuquerque Carriage Company

f ilm

:.::im

ntiiuttttttltii

been since Saturday, when he passe 1
through with the party of officials
ROUT. E. LEE.
from the east, says the Sun.
II? 4
Born, Westmoreland county,
spent the day with Assistant Motive
Virginia, January, 1S07.
Power Superintendent
Jacobs and
Son of ' Light Horse Harry"
Master Mechanic Todd In looking
Lee. revolutionary leader.
over the local shops and the work beEntered West Point 1S25. np- ing done here. He left for Point
pointed by Gen. Andrew Jack- Richmond with a party of ofllclals,
son.
Including 5enernl Manager Wells.
Graduated 129, second in his
4 class.
OLDEST SANTA EE
Second lieutenant In engineer
CONDUCTOR IS DEAD.
corps till 1X34.
John Bender, the oldest conductor 44
Married, 1831, Mary Randolph
on the Santa Fe In point of servlco,
granddaughter of Martha
died at his home in Newton, Kan., 4 Custls.
Washington.
Tuesday morning. Bender was conto captain and staff
ductor on the tlrst train that passed 44 of Promoted
chief engineer.
over the Santa Fe line west of NewAt battle of Vera Cruz. Cerro
ton, thirty-thre- e
years ago, and had 4 Gordo,
Cherubusco and Cha- been in the employ of the Santa Fe 4 pultepec
in Mexican war, earn- ever since that time. Railroad men
promotion.
have many, anecdotes of his dealings 44 lugAppointed
superintendent
of
with the cowboys and frontiersmen
Point, 1852.
that rode his trains in the early days. i4 "West
Lieutenant colonel of cavalry
m
m
m
The Santa Fe Railroad company r 4 In Texas Indian campaigns,
working 135 Japanese surfacing the 4 Suppressed John Brown's raid in
1859.
tracks south of Kingman. This force
Rejected command of United
Is soon to be augmented by the addition of 100 t'tes from the reserva- 4V States army In 1861.
Became brigadier general In
tion in western Colorado.
The rail- - 4
Confederate army, 1861.
roaa company is hard run for track
(liven direction of the Confed- labor and Is trying experiments in an 4
operations
in
endeavor to get the best service pos- 4 erate military
sible. The tracks are to be surfaced 4 March. 1S62.
nrmy
4
Surrendered
with his
to
and ballasted for fifty miles on each
tlrant at Appomattox,
side of Kingman.
This work is to 4 lien.
9,
April
1S63.
4
put the roadbed in better shape for
as
president
Installed
of
a faster schedule, which Is said will 4
4 Washington college. Lexington,
be inaugurated for the flyer.

THE RAILROAD PENSION'
SYSTEM SPREADING
The railroad companies which now
have adopted pension systems and
the years in which they became effective are as follows: Baltimore &
Ohio, In 1SK4; Pennsylvania railroad.
In 1900; Chicago & Northwestern and
Illinois Central, in 1101; .Southern
Pacific lines, L'nlon Pacific, Oregon
Railroad & Navigation. Oregon Short
Une. Philadelphia & Beading, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg and Canadian Pacific, in 1903; Atlantic Coa-- t
line. In 1904; Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, January 1, 1907. The New
York Central company has for some,
time been preparing to establish a
pension plan on all the lines of th(
system. Including the New York Central & Hudson Uiver. Boston &
West Shore, Big Four. Lako
Shore & Michigan Southern, Michigan Central and other roads, and the
announcement of this important extension of provision for superannuated employes is expected early in
the present year.

SI Pl'RI N'TENDEXT l.OVI.LL
IS IN' THE WE.XT.
Alfred Ixivell, motive power superintendent of the Santa Fe system, was
In San Bernardino, having come up
from Lv Angeles, where he hi J

at Reduced

Lexington, Va., Jan. IS. A unique
and striking memorial to the Idol of
the Confederacy, Gen. Robt. E. Lee.
will be the reunion of alumni
of
Washington college, now Washington
and Lee university.
who attended
while the distinguished soldier was
president of the college. The date
chosen is the centennial of Hen. Lee's
birth. Jan. 19. Every alumnus of
the college during the live years
that Ueneral Lee was president
has been Invited to attend the
reunion. The exercises will consist of
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COME TO BELEN, H. M.

ALUfgL'KUyl'K,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

X. M , AT TUB JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LIXU OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST KltOM CHICAGO, KANSAS C1TV. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 lil'SINESS AND RESIDENCE L' TS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OCT WITH P.ROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF l.SOO PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. RELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and Inv
provement Co.

tJ

K
K

ALL 1WST LIMITED K.Xl'ItKSS, MAIL AM)
RKK.IIT THAINS OF THE SAXTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIM LINE THROUGH TO HELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
I

T

v4VC440C0Ct0
KaOwOc4eoooaeosoooo

K44ie4t4cCaoa
K04K44K00
A Railway Center

jOHN

BECKER,

Pres

WM. M. 6ERGER,

Sec'y.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
MONEY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
To SECURE THE CHOICEST I.oTS.

YOU WISH
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EVENING CITIZEN,

ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL
Dunn, of Itoxwcll.
business.
Part McTague came

In

on

here

Is

A.

from

Ket-nc-

r

Inst nlKhl.

3. M. Montoya cHmo In from Pen.i
llliiiK'n this morning.
P.. F. Pcrea, of Hcrnallllo. whs In
the rlly yesterday on business.
Prnni'lwn Montoya and Miss RoslU
Montoya are here from llornallllo.
A. C. Cox. of Helen, Is here from
city.
the thrlvlnlg little cut-of- f
(I. M. Smith, of Lax A'egas, I !i
business visitor to the luke City

Take Good Care of Your Feet
as well as
Shoes that

Good Shoes are an absolute
looks. Ill fitting shoes cause

necessity for health
corns and bunions.
are too light expose you to the danger of catching
stylish shoes that fit well and protect your feet

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.65 to $3.00

Men's Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's Shoes

$1.50 la $5.00
$1.50 to $3.50

Women's Low Shoes

'(V

Shoes for Boys
Shoes for Girls

cold. For
call on us.

'

$1.25 to $2.75

$1.00 to $2.50
.50 to $1.25

,

Shoes for Babies

Largest Line of Candy in the City

surely gratify their old friends and
make many new ones for them. The
music Is a strong feature, a large
chorus beautifully costumed,
both
male and female voices,
will
be
heard, in addition to matiy soloists.
A full equipment of scenery Is car
ried.
Hon. Martin Iohinan. of La
Cruces. who attended the territorial
hoard of equalization at Santa Fe a
a member from southern New Mex
ico, passed down the road
horn bound last night. Mr. Lohman expects to go east in a few days to visit
his wife and son, who are now visit
ing relatives
and friends In New
Jersey.
Representative-elec- t
B. Huppe de
parted for the capital this morninir.
to be In attendance at the opening of
legislative assem
the twenty-sevent- h
bly, which,, according to report, will
caucus tomorrow.
Representative-elec- t
Francisco Luccro y Montoya
and Councilman-elec- t
J. F. Sulzer
will leave for the capital tomorrow
morning. Probate Judge Jesus Ro
mero will probably be a member of
their party. The legislature will con
vene next Monday, Jan. 21.
Hon. O. A. Richardson, the well- known lawyer and politician of Rov
well, sends to his Kentucky friend on
The Evening Citizen a souvenir pos
tal card showing a picture cf one of
the largest spouting artesian wells In
the great Pecos valley. In the blank
underneath the photo Mr. Richardson writes:
"This Is not good for u
I wish you something
Kentucklan.
better for the new year." And right
"We
back at you Mr. Richardson.
AVp wish
have cut It out altogether.
you many good paying clients for tho
new year."

Miss Edna Robinson Is a guest of
She registers from
the Alvarado.
Santa Fe.
A. C. 1'adley, who has recovered t
a great extent from his recent lllnesi,
Ih back from Estanclii.
('apt. Fred Fornoft, of the territorto
ial mounted police, will return
Santa Fo this evening.
IWrltnrlnl Hunerlntendent of Pub- llc Instruction Hiram Hartley was a
visitor here yesterday.
deputy
I'nilei
Cooner.
Hurrv
for
States marshal, left yesterday
Alamogordo on government business.
J. 11. Archuleta, of Cabezon, San
doval coiintv. is at present In this
f
city, engaged In the transaction
business.
Deputy
The New Mexican says:
t'nlted States Marshal K. AV. Ewcr.
of Albuquerque, attended to oini;il
business In the capital.
TO INSPECT NEW COLO
li. Romero and C. Elwell. "f
an.
yesterday
town
came
Chilill,
Into
RADO TELEPHONE BUILDING
will spend a few days in the pursuit
.of business and
Itobert I. Steen., of San Francisco.
engin-liKI- l
ulin travels for the
i:. li. C.R, ASSISTANT
tea anil coffee bouse, arrived hcrFOR COMPANY, WILL
last evening and will remain for
PRORARLV ARRIVE
I

sight-seeing-

C. N. DRIGHAM

Jones-Paddoc-

Successor to

k

sov-cr-

F. F. Trotter 4

GEO.

V.

Manuel Aimilo.

accompanied

Mrs. Armlio. are in this city on

T. Y. MATXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S
a

i

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

l

JJUIN' I FUKOJi

We can save you money

that now is a good time to supply yourself with clothing and furnishing goods at marvelously low prices.

NO IV

In the purchase of a Piano

TODAY
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

OUR GREEN TAG

&

Some at Half Price.
All of them Greatly Reduced
All Sweaters and Caps at Half Price
Boys' Shirts at Half Price

Lindemann,

Egtabllihed 9M

206 W. Gold Avenue

COAL

Genuine American block, per
ton
S6.R0
CVrrlllo
Lump
SB.50
Anthracite Nut
S8.B0
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Antliraelle, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$0.50
Clean Gas t'oke
S6.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood,

IV.

p--

r

load

.1

offers splendid opportunity for money saving. We
are slaughtering all of our winter suits and overcoats

Do It Today
Learnard

SALE

See Our Ties and Fancy Hose
i

Which we offer at 25c they are worth double the
Price. If you value money call and see us before
buying.

... .$2.25

H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN,
SATISFACTORY, ECONO
MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $0. PER TON. AV. II.
HAIIN & CO.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

al

SECOND

HARDWARE

by

i

They are prominent residents
of I'ena Ulanca and are registered at
the Sturges.
V K. Stevens, seneral agent of 111
and
Savings, Loan
Southwestern
Iluildlng association of Imh A egas, is
suffering these days with asthma ami
a severe cold.
Prank Rossi, the liollce olllcer who
him heen suffering for a protracted
neriiid with rheumatism. Is once more
about, though he Is not yet able to
be placed on active duty.
Mrs Clenn H. Daily, of Labanon
Iuillana, Is In the city. She Is a culwants
and
elocutionist
tured
pupils, teaching Marchesl breathing
She Is stopping
and rounding tones.
at the Grand Central hotel.
President O. L. Brooks, oi the Al
buquerque Commercial club, and At
torney William II. Chllders left last
night
for New York on an Im
portant Commercial club mission.
The Murray and Mack company
tonight at the Elks' opera house, will
Every
be greeted by a big house.
seat upstairs has been sold, and only
a few "good ones" left on the lower

SUGAR

IIICKOX

Believe Us

days.

visit.

CONFECTIONERY

FRIDAY. JANUARY IS, IM7.

ST.

K. G. Curn. of Denver, assistant
engineer of the Colorado Telephons
company, Is expected to arrive her'
this evening to Inspect the new'y
company
completed
on
building
For some time past
Fourth street.
the company ortices have been In
stalled In the new building, but the
machinery has Just been put in and
tested out to the satisfaction of tho
contracting architect, J. L. La Driere,
who has notified Mr. Cams that the
building is now complete and requesting him to come here and In
spect It for the company.
In a letter to Mr. La Driere receiv
ed last Saturday, Mr. Carn stated he
would arrive in Albuquerque Friday.
He did not get here today and Mr.
La Driere expects him to arrive thl
evening.
The building then will
probably be Inspected tomorrow.
Mr. La Driere Is working on plain
for the building of two handsoma
new private residences
which will
probably be constructed In the near
future. Who they are for has, how
ever, not been, divulged for publica
tion.

Rubber boots, arctics
and over
shoes for men, women and children
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West RailMajor V. H. H. Llewellyn, of Las road avenue.
Cruces, United States attorney for
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
New Mexico, arrived In Santa r
25c
from the south yesterday, to attent. 2 cans of Clams
S
23o
bottles of Chow-Chothe session of the territorial supremi!
10c
court.
ll',4c.. can of Pumpkin
2
25c
cans of California Plums
AV. D. Ward and wife, of Arlington
IT
25
caus of Pie Pears... j
Heights, 111., are the guests of L. M.
25
Fee and family. Mr. and Mrs. Ward 2 pkgs. Lion Coffee
He
They will Buckwheat Flour, per pgk
are Mrs. Fee's parents.
15.:
make an extended visit In Albuquer- Cracked AV'heat, per pkg
09
Taploco, per pkg
que.
09
Large can of Cream
D. A. Porterfleld. president of the
Idirge pkg of Oat Flakes
25
Porterfield company, has been elect- 25e bottle
20o
of Catsup
ed a director of the First National
THE MAIZE.
bank of Traer, Iowa. This la the
AVM. KIEKE, Propr.
bank of which James Wilson, secretary of agriculture, has been presiPUPILS AVANTE1J,
EUK'ITION
dent for the laBt ten years.
Methods Marchesl breathing an J
II. H. Larkin, superintendent of the rounding tones. Emmerson on expres
Las A'egas public schools, was pres- sion. Mrs. Glenn H. Dally. Studio,
ent last evening at the basket ball room 32, Grand Central hotel.
game at the Casino. Mr. Larkin whs
Commencing
niornliiir,
Saturday
recently appointed one of the regents
of the Agricultural and Mechanical the 19th, and closing Saturday even
Ing, the 26th, we will sell seven bars
college at Mesllla Park.
Sunny Monday soap for 25c.
The Murray and Mack troupe ar of
A LBl'QUERQCE
CASH GROCERY
rived In the city this afternoon from
CO.,
Las A'egas and will show at the Elks'
315 Marble Ave.
opera house tonight.
The company
Is a large one and the women are
HAM III M COMPANY.
THE
particularly good looking. A largo
Makes a specialty of cleaning
number of young gallants were ut pressing and repairing garments for
the depot to see them arrive.
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
A broken draw head on No, 2 a. garment Is thoroughly Merillzetl In iu
Prices are satisfactory
Pusadena, Cal., and a stop for more clca lining.
secure repairs at San Bernardino, de- goods called for and prompt delivery
layed the arrival of that train nearly made. Monthly club rates on appli
seven hours.
The scheduled tlnw cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
for the arrival of No. 2 is 7:55 a. m.
She pulled In at 2:10 this afternoon. cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 AVest
The llyer was reported to arrive at
Railroad avenue, upstairs.
2:15 p. m.
J
GfAKANTEEl)
"Around the Town" is the title rf
EGG PROHl'C-ER- S
the new vehicle which Murray and
.HATT'S POILTRY .1"H)I,
Mack will offer for their patrons this IHH'LTKY PANACEA. AVII.IUR'S
evening. It Is by far the most elab- IHHI.TRY EOOH, INTERNATIONorate production these popular favor- AL lOVLTUY EOOI.
The comedy
ites have ever made.
E. AV. FEE,
602-60- 1
part In the hands of the stars will
S. FIRST ST.

mis

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copptr Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles,

floor.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

w

i

A Rarebit
to be properlyprcparedhoold be made
in a Manning. Bowman Chafing Xiab.
Ahvayaicaily, noworryingabuut firra.
Si aplf a roa'.uli, ami iu a lew minute
the

Harming, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
dalntjr moraet to regale
your gucat. be aure to aee that your
chafing liah la supplied with the
tad MBnaleea
taaai
eledl food pnm found only in Man
niug, bowmaa St Co, Chaong DlaUca.
row AIC BT
ha produced

ptit

''Iarr"

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

II

Dlimoodi,
four trad

4

mm

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Wuche. Jawalry, Cat Oiui, Clock. Sllrerwara
and guarantee

A

SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
Wa

ioUe

a.aajj,aa..ae,a......aj.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Dlt. C. II. CONNOK
AVANTED Coal miners.
Apply 110
OSTEOPATH.
street.
Albuquerqu.;
Second
South
Rooms S and 4, N. T. Armljo building.
Pressed Brick & Tile Co.
positio- n- as grocery
AVANTED A
clerk, five years experience; references.
Address "Grocer." this

..,f,...f,.f,.,.,.,.f.

444!

LOST
gold filigree chain, wita
turquoise setting.
Finder please
leave at this ottlce and receive re
ward.
A

Xt 20 Per Gent. Discount

20 Per Gent . Discount

I

SELLING OL'T HELOAV COST.
All our men's and boys' overcoats
and suits, all underwear, quilts, wool
Semi-Annnu-

al

and cotton blankets and shoes, at the
Cash Buyers' Union, 122 North Sec
ond street. Special bargains today

Clearance Sale

In order to clear our counters of all heavy weights, we offer our
"f entire stock of Men's and Boys' Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.
DO NOT DELAY.

A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SAVED

MEN'S SHIRTS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

-

OOc

SI. 25

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

y

HO

Honey for
Extracted
Order by Postal.
P. Allen, Itox 202. Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

Nice

$1.00.

AV.

TICKETS

R.R.

BOUGHT. SO! 0

AND

EXCHANGED

Associativa Oflot
Transactions
Cuaraataoo

ROSEN FIE ID'S,

1 1

8 W, R. R, Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
A1
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

THST

O
Wholesale and Retail

o
0o

i

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail orders Solicited
mouth rirt
lie.409.ttr.Nortm
its,
AOt,

mtrmmt

rirttrt

Albuquerque,' Nev Mexico

7T4

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of
and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the AVest should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that Home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiAA'hy cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
welgh the proposition of the value it is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offer exceptional .opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
E CANNOT

New-Mexic-

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

--J

